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1 Executive summary
1.1

Background to the research

Ofcom commissioned Kantar Media to conduct a series of qualitative workshop groups and in-depth
interviews with members of the public to help explore viewers’ behaviour and attitudes towards
accessing on-demand services on TV platforms. The specific objectives of the study were:
•

To understand which platform providers people use for watching television and how people
access linear and VOD services

•

To explore in detail the motivations for watching VOD content versus linear content

•

To understand motivations for watching VOD content on different devices

•

To understand which specific content providers people use, how they access them and why they
make those choices

•

To understand what causes viewers to switch from a contractual relationship with one plat form
provider to another, and from one content provider to another

This report is based on qualitative research findings from a series of ten two-hour workshop groups
and ten one-hour ethnographic depth interviews conducted across the UK. The research sample was
not designed to be nationally representative, but instead broadly reflected the profile of those using
VOD services with a slight skew towards those aged 16 to 34. There were 85 research participants in
total, with fieldwork conducted in June 2015.

1.2

Summary of key findings

The study explored participants’ current viewing behaviours and motivations, across a range of
modes of viewing and devices.

Linear TV (viewed at the time of broadcast) continued to play an

important role in most participants’ viewing habits, and was particularly valued for ‘event TV’ content,
live sports and, to a slightly lesser extent, drama series and soaps. However, the majority of
participants also observed the increasing significance of non-linear viewing, with catch-up and ondemand services allowing content to be consumed at their convenience. Viewing habits and
preferences varied by age group, with younger participants more likely to favour non-linear viewing
and older participants continuing to prefer linear consumption. Similarly, younger and more tech
engaged participants were using a wider array of devices than their older counterparts to view content
(particularly via non-linear services).
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Understanding viewing behaviours and motivations
Linear TV valued for in-the-moment viewing across all age groups
The vast majority of participants favoured linear viewing of ‘event TV’ content, to avoid spoilers and
be part of the conversation surrounding the broadcast. In particular, they strongly preferred linear
viewing of live sports events and, to a lesser extent, drama series and soaps. Linear viewing was
also valued by most participants for offering a familiar, effortless and often more passive viewing
experience with scheduled content served to them. However, several participants identified more
negative aspects of linear viewing, such as the irritation of adverts and repeats, and the lack of
personalisation when compared to on-demand services.
Recorded viewing allows viewers to collect content to watch at their convenience
Many participants, particularly those in the family and older life stages, appreciated being able to view
recorded content at a time of their convenience. They also valued being able to fast-forward through
advertising breaks, the convenience of series-linking, and avoiding the potential buffering associated
with streamed viewing of on-demand alternatives. Nevertheless, more negative perceptions of
recorded viewing included: the additional equipment and service costs entailed, the active process of
planning to record programmes, and the frustration of clashes when multiple items were set to record
concurrently.
Free video on demand valued as a back-up when content is missed or recommended
Free video on demand (including broadcaster catch-up and ‘other internet’ services such as
YouTube) allowed most participants to watch content they had missed or that had been
recommended to them following broadcast. Several participants positively perceived such services
as being free, and offering flexible viewing across multiple platforms and devices. Despite this, they
identified shortcomings of free VOD services, such as viewing being interrupted by buffering, the timelimits placed on content by some broadcasters, and the volume of adverts on commercial services.
Subscription video on demand (SVOD) offers access to a wide range of content, including
exclusive series
The vast majority of those using SVOD services were drawn in by the high volume of content
available and, in particular, the offer of exclusive series. In addition, most SVOD users compared
them favourably to free alternatives due to the lack of adverts, although issues with buffering still
occurred. More negatively, several participants thought that the volume of content available on SVOD
services was not matched by quality – particularly when going beyond the attention-grabbing
exclusive series.
6

TV set continues to be the favoured device for linear and non-linear viewing
Across the age range, the majority of participants preferred TV sets for viewing linear and non-linear
content. They associated TV sets with comfortable viewing on a large screen, and often with a
shared, social experience of watching content with other family members. In relation to non-linear
viewing, using the TV set remained the preferred approach. Whilst participants used a range of
approaches to watch non-linear on the main TV set (e.g. via connected laptops, games consoles, and
smart TV apps), they were most likely to view non-linear content where catch-up and on-demand
services were available directly through their TV platform operators. However, most of the younger
participants also frequently used portable devices (e.g. laptops, smartphones, and tablets) to watch
VOD content, as it allowed them to watch what they wanted rather than having to fit with the
preferences of other household members.
Viewing habits and preferences vary by life stage and levels of tech engagement
Participants viewing habits and preferences varied by life stage, both in terms of their consumption of
linear and non-linear content and the devices used.
The majority of the younger participants (broadly those aged 16-24) expressed a strong preference
for VOD, which allowed them to watch what they wanted when they wanted. They typically underclaimed volumes of linear viewing that did not require the same level of active decision making.
Nonetheless, the younger participants still valued linear viewing of ‘event TV’. The younger
participants were most likely to have high levels of tech engagement, and used the greatest range of
devices to view content, including connected games consoles and personal electronic devices (PEDs)
such as laptops, smartphones, and tablets.
Participants in the family life stages (aged c.25-54) displayed the greatest mix of linear and non-linear
viewing, including on-demand and digital video recorder (DVR) services. However, for the vast
majority of family life-stage participants, non-linear viewing was often a necessity to fit consumption
around busy family and work lives. They generally had greater DVR use than younger participants as
they had more unfettered access to main TV sets, especially when children were in bed. Whilst the
majority of family participants preferred viewing via a TV set, PEDs were also being used to view
content where the main TV set was in use by others.
The vast majority of older participants (those aged 55+) had a strong preference for linear viewing.
Their preferences for linear were based largely on long-standing familiarity with such viewing, and
generally lower levels of tech engagement. DVR services were popular among several older
participants, and compared favourably with previous experience of video cassette recorders (VCRs).
Several older participants used broadcaster catch-up services as a back-up to broadcast and DVR
viewing, with a few also using SVOD services where they were more tech engaged or had been
7

introduced to them by family members. Reflecting a preference for linear viewing, the vast majority of
older participants favoured viewing via a TV set. Where older participants used devices such as
desktop, laptop and tablet computers to view non-linear content, these were more likely to be the
more tech engaged.

TV platform operators: choices and perceptions
VOD not a decisive factor in choice of pay-TV platform operators
For the vast majority of participants, VOD offers were not a decisive consideration in their choice of
pay-TV platform operators. Indeed, they expected VOD services (broadcaster catch-up and ondemand series and programmes) to be available across all major pay-TV platform operators. In
addition, most participants had alternative means of accessing VOD services, using other devices and
online platforms. In relation to other devices, some participants already used connected games
consoles and smart TVs to view VOD content via TV sets. Even where particular VOD services were
not available on their platform operator (e.g. YouTube, Netflix) participants did not perceive this as a
significant issue given the alternative access methods available. Furthermore, for several
participants, especially the older, when they reflected on their choice of existing platform operator,
VOD services had simply not been available at the time.
In relation to other content considerations, most participants perceived channel offerings (especially
premium sports and movies channels) as more influential than VOD services in their decision making.
Despite this, they recognised that the majority of channels were available across different pay-TV
platform operators and, therefore, practical considerations such as price were more significant. For
the majority of participants, content considerations (particularly in relation to channels rather than
VOD offers) became more significant when elements such as price were relatively consistent between
providers.
Choice of pay-TV platform provider predominantly guided by practical considerations
In the decision-making hierarchy, the majority of participants (particularly the less affluent) cited
practical considerations such as price and the availability of services in their area as foremost in their
choice of pay-TV platform operator. In addition, most participants were influenced by offers and
bundles, where TV packages were included alongside broadband internet, and landline and/ or
mobile telephone services. The majority of participants also considered factors such as familiarity
with platform operators, brand reputation and recommendations from others as important in their
decisions.
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Pay-TV platform operators associated with delivering a breadth of content
Almost all participants strongly associated pay-TV platform operators with a broad content offer,
including access to premium sports and movies channels and exclusive content. Whilst they also
recognised that catch-up and on-demand services were provided by pay-TV platform operators, these
were seen as a less key part of overall packages. Pay-TV platform operators were also widely
associated by most participants with high-quality interfaces, DVR and HD capabilities, and cost
benefits when bundled with broadband and telephone services.
Several participants did, however, have more negative perceptions of pay-TV platforms, including the
potential high costs involved when adding premium channels. Moreover, several sports fans
expressed frustrations at costs incurred where major events were split across premium channel
brands, and where certain events were only available via pay per view. Most participants thought that
the quantity of channels offered by pay-TV operators was not always reflected in depth of quality. A
few participants also expressed frustrations where services were disrupted by bad weather, or where
particular operators were not available in their local area.
Free-to-air platforms perceived as delivering cost-effective and flexible viewing
The majority of participants had lower expectations of free-to-air TV platforms given that there were
no ongoing costs involved. As a result, they generally had less negative feedback on such services.
With regards to positive perceptions, most participants appreciated that free-to-air providers offered
access to a range of channels, which compared favourably to previous analogue services.
Furthermore, even in households with pay-TV services, free equivalents were valued for viewing on
secondary sets. In addition, several participants appreciated the flexibility of accessing linear content
via free platform operators, with viewing augmented by using free and subscription video on demand
services.
In terms of more negative perception, the vast majority of participants recognised that free platform
operators offered fewer channels than paid alternatives. In addition, several participants thought that
free platform operators often provided inferior user interfaces, which varied across equipment
manufacturers.

Content providers: choices and perceptions
As one might expect, participants’ choices of content providers were heavily influenced by the
particular series and programmes available. The vast majority of participants had fewer practical
considerations, with several content providers being free to use, and SVOD services charging a
monthly fee with no long-term commitment when compared to TV platform operators. With regards to
SVOD services, most participants were motivated to subscribe by the appeal of attention-grabbing
9

exclusive series. There was a particularly strong appeal among younger participants with more
transient lifestyles (e.g. students and those living in shared rental accommodation) given the absence
of long-terms agreements. In relation to choice of broadcaster catch-up services, the majority of
participants were attracted by specific programmes missed or recommended, which were available
from specific broadcast brands.
Perceptions of content providers varied across free and paid services
Free VOD services:
Across the participants, the most widely used free VOD providers were broadcaster catch-up services
(e.g. BBC iPlayer, ITV Player, All 4) and online services such as YouTube.

Online services such as

YouTube were most widely used by younger and more tech engaged participants, with viewing
occasions predominantly focused on short-form content, such as user-generated content and music
videos. However, a few participants also used other internet services to access programmes and
series that were no longer available on linear TV or broadcaster catch-up services.
Several participants mentioned time limits as a drawback with broadcaster catch-up services. They
often had limited awareness of specific availability windows, and perceived catch-up services as less
suited to binge viewing given that whole series were often not available. Several participants also
expressed frustrations with free online services, where content could be difficult to navigate with
longer items often broken down into a series of shorter segments.
SVOD services:
SVOD content services were particularly popular with the younger and more tech engaged
participants, and allowed access to a high volume of content and exclusive items. The majority of
SVOD users particularly valued the ability to binge view entire series. In addition, they enjoyed
viewing uninterrupted by adverts, and embraced the flexibility of cost-effective monthly subscriptions.
Participants’ perceptions of SVOD content providers varied by brands, and were heavily influenced by
the specific content titles offered.
However, reflecting many participants’ perceptions of pay-TV platform providers, there were
reservations regarding the quality of content delivered beyond the high-profile series that influenced
decisions to subscribe. Several participants also mentioned that the content offered by SVOD
providers in the UK, compared unfavourably with American versions. Whilst trial periods were
popular with most participants, some had concerns over potentially high charges when they elapsed.
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On-demand content discovery and navigation
Broadcaster catch-up services mainly associated with a back-up rather than content discovery
role
The majority of participants used free broadcaster catch-up services for on-demand content. Many
associated catch-up services with a ‘back-up’ role, for when programmes had been missed or
recommended to them after broadcast. Indeed, on the majority of occasions, participants used catchup services with specific content items in mind rather than for general browsing. Participants
referenced difficulties experienced when trying to search via TV platforms using the remote control,
which could be cumbersome and not as intuitive as touchscreen. However, for many participants,
such usability issues were offset by the benefits of viewing via a TV screen (e.g. comfort, large
screen, and social viewing with others).
SVOD services associated with vast content libraries, but this can make it difficult to find
content
Most SVOD viewing occasions involved participants accessing services with specific content items in
mind rather than for general browsing. However, SVOD services were used more widely for browsing
than broadcaster catch-up services. SVOD services were often considered difficult to navigate due to
the sheer volume of content available. Initial content decisions were typically guided by word-ofmouth recommendations or attention-grabbing, much-talked-about exclusive series. Behavioural
recommendations (i.e. those generated by the service based on previous content items viewed)
tended to be polarising and deemed most useful by the younger and more tech-engaged participants.
Some younger participants found the recommendations particularly useful when referenced alongside
social media links and suggestions based on friends’ viewing choices.

Contractual switching between providers
Contractual switching predominantly motivated by practical considerations and experiences
of current providers
The vast majority of participants who had recently switched TV platform or were actively considering
doing so, were mainly motivated by practical factors such as price or frustrations with their existing
service. In this respect, participants’ motivations for switching TV platform operators broadly reflected
the hierarchy of factors feeding into their original choice of provider (as discussed above). The
majority of participants who had switched or were considering doing so, cited the attraction of more
favourable deals and bundles, with TV content offers weighed up alongside charges for telephone
services, and broadband internet prices, speeds, and allowances. The other major influences on
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switching for most participants were negative experiences with their existing operator, whether due to
an unreliable service or dissatisfaction with customer service.
In addition to motivations for switching TV platform operators, the research also explored participants’
perceived barriers to changing contractual arrangements. The perceived ‘hassle’ of switching was the
foremost barrier for participants considering changing platform operator, with a potentially timeconsuming process envisaged. In addition, several participants were tied into lengthy contracts with
current providers and there were likely to be cost implications to cancel agreements, and to acquire
equipment for a new operator.
It should be noted that for the vast majority of participants, there were fewer perceived barriers to
switching between content providers (e.g. SVOD services). They recognised that content providers
were less likely to be tied to other services, such as telephone and broadband, and contracts were
typically rolling on a monthly basis rather than requiring longer-term agreements.
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2 Background and objectives
2.1

Background

The media landscape has continued to rapidly evolve in response to the rise of broadband internet
and the wide adoption of internet-enabled smart devices. In the past, television was broadcast to a
mass audience via just a handful of channels and followed a pre-determined schedule. However, as
technology and levels of connectivity have transformed, so too have our media habits; viewing is no
longer limited to traditional linear broadcasts but encompasses catch-up and video-on-demand
platforms, across both content and platform providers. Viewers are now able to decide what they want
to watch, when they want to watch it and where.
Within this context Ofcom is required to secure the availability of a wide range of high quality TV
services. Ofcom is therefore concerned to ensure that the content consumers most value is
accessible via the TV platform of their choice.
Competition in the provision of on-demand TV services can bring benefits to consumers including a
wider choice of platforms, pricing structures and innovation in the delivery of services. Yet as
innovation continues it is crucial that consumers continue to benefit from competition in this extensive,
and often complicated, market.
As a result, Ofcom required audience research to provide a detailed understanding of people’s current
viewing behaviours and attitudes and, in particular, the role played by video on demand (VOD). The
specific objectives of the research are summarised below.

2.2

Research objectives

Specific objectives:
•

To understand which platform providers people use for watching television and how people
access linear and VOD services

•

To explore in detail the motivations for watching VOD content vs linear content

•

To understand motivations for watching VOD content on different devices

•

To understand which specific content providers people use, how they access them and why they
make those choices

•

To understand what causes viewers to switch from a contractual relationship with one plat form
provider to another, and from one content provider to another
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2.3
2.3.1

Research approach
Overview

A programme of qualitative research centred on workshop groups and in-home depth interviews was
devised to best meet the objectives of the study.

Figure 1: Research design overview
The research was founded on the development of a range of user friendly stimulus materials, which
helped inform participants about the current viewing landscape and ensured comprehension of the
terminology used. Pre-tasking was included before the workshop groups and in-home interviews to
help sensitise participants to their actual viewing behaviours and motivations. The pre-task included
an audio-visual (AV) viewing diary to build participants’ awareness of content consumed, and the
services, platforms and devices used. In addition, a deprivation exercise required participants to
either live without scheduled TV or video-on-demand (VOD) services for one day. The deprivation
process helped uncover participants’ motivations for watching scheduled and VOD content by
disrupting existing habits, and informed responses in the subsequent research groups and interviews.
The final element of the pre-task asked participants to reflect on their choice of TV provider, the best
and worst aspects of the service provided, and whether or not they were considering switching
provider in future. By proactively reflecting on their current TV platform operators, participants were
subsequently better able to discuss the relative importance of different elements of the service, why
they had chosen the provider originally, and any perceived shortcomings in the current offer.
Ultimately, a series of ten two-hour workshop groups and ten one-hour in-home depth interviews were
conducted across the UK. A summary of the sample composition and approach for these elements is
provided below.
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2.3.2

Workshop groups – overview and sample

The workshop groups formed the majority of the research fieldwork, with a total of 75 participants
from across the UK. The groups encompassed a range of individual self-completion and group-based
tasks and discussion to explore the key research objectives. The sample composition for the
workshop groups is summarised below:
Table 1: Workshop groups sample matrix (75 participants in total)
GROUP
1

Age
40-54*

Life stage
Family

Social grade
ABC1

Location
London

Date
st
Mon 1 June

2
3

21-24
16-17

Pre-family/ single
Pre-family/ single

BC1C2
BC1C2

London
Cardiff

Mon 1 June
rd
Wed 3 June

4
5

55+
21-29*

Older family/ empty nest
Pre-family/ single

ABC1
C1C2D

Cardiff
Manchester

Wed 3 June
th
Mon 15 June

6
7

25-34
18-20

Pre & young family
Pre-family/ single

C2DE
C1C2D

Manchester
Glasgow

Mon 15 June
th
Wed 10 June

8

35-54

Family

BC1C2

Glasgow

Wed 10 June

9
10

55+
30-39*

Older family/ empty nest
Pre & young family

C2DE
BC1C2

Belfast
Belfast

Wed 10 June
th
Wed 10 June

st

rd

th

th
th

* Sessions with participants who had switched from a contractual relationship with one TV platform operator to
another (e.g. from Sky to Virgin Media) recently or were considering switching service(s) in future

The workshop groups were principally split by age to encourage constructive group dynamics among
those of similar life stages. Each group was comprised of around 8 participants, with an even gender
split. The sample was not designed to be nationally representative, but instead broadly reflected the
profile of those using VOD services with a slight skew towards those aged 16 to 34. Moreover, the
sample encompassed users of a range of free and paid VOD services, and use across a variety of
connected devices. This included those using VOD via a TV platform operator (e.g. Sky, Virgin
Media, BT TV), users of catch-up services (e.g. BBC iPlayer, All 4, ITV Player), and those viewing via
subscription VOD (SVOD) services such as Netflix and Amazon Prime Instant Video.
In addition, three of the ten groups (sessions 1, 5, 10 in the sample matrix above) were comprised
entirely of participants who had either recently switched TV platform operator or were actively
considering doing so in the near future. Whilst participants in a similar situation were not excluded
from other groups, the dedicated ‘switchers’ groups ensured detailed exploration of the motivations
underlying switching from one provider to another.
The sample also covered a range of socio-economic groups and varying levels of confidence in using
AV technology. The groups in Glasgow and Manchester were conducted in suburban settings to
avoid a focus on purely urban locations.
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In-home ethnographic interviews – overview and sample

2.3.3

The in-home ethnographic interviews primarily focused on a detailed exploration of how people used
VOD services, and the role these played within broader viewing repertoires. In particular, the in-home
sessions allowed participants to demonstrate and discuss how they discovered and accessed VOD
content within their natural environments of consumption. Indeed, with viewing behaviours often
habitual, participants were able to use their own devices and services to show how they found and
viewed content.
The sample for the in-home interviews is summarised below, and broadly reflected the locations and
demographics of the workshop groups. This included coverage of participants using a variety of VOD
services and connected devices, with 4 of the 10 interviews targeted at those who had recently
switched or were considering switching TV platform operator. The sample encompassed an even
gender split, a range of age-appropriate life stages, and a spread of socio-economic levels.
Table 2: In-home ethnographic depth interviews sample matrix (10 participants in total)
DEPTH
1

Age
35-54*

Life stage
Family

Social grade
ABC1

Location
London

Date
nd
Tue 2 June

2
3

21-24
16-17

Pre-family/ single
Pre-family/ single

BC1C2
BC1C2

London
Cardiff

Tue 2 June
th
Thu 4 June

4
5

55+*
21-24*

Older family/ empty nest
Pre-family/ single

ABC1
C1C2D

Cardiff
Manchester

Thu 4 June
th
Tue 16 June

6
7

25-34
18-20

Pre & young family
Pre-family/ single

C2DE
C1C2D

Leeds
Glasgow

Tue 9 June
th
Thu 11 June

8

35-54

Family

BC1C2

Glasgow

Thu 11 June

9
10

55+
25-34*

Older family/ empty nest
Pre & young family

C2DE
BC1C2

Belfast
Belfast

Thu 11 June
th
Thu 11 June

nd

th

th

th
th

* Sessions with participants who had switched from a contractual relationship with one TV platform
operator to another (e.g. from Sky to Virgin Media) recently or were considering switching service(s)
in future
2.3.4

A note on terminology used

To facilitate productive discussion and reliable findings, it was essential that participants were clear on
which types of viewing and elements of the viewing landscape were being referred to. Amidst a
complex and rapidly evolving TV landscape, it can be difficult to ensure comprehension where terms
such as ‘platform’ and ‘content provider’ do not have universally accepted, consistent or consumerfriendly definitions.
Following an initial discussion of participants’ existing viewing habits and market perceptions, they
were introduced to common terms and definitions summarised as a consumer factsheet or Viewing
Landscape. However, throughout the sessions participants were free to use their preferred terms,
16

with the common definitions primarily serving to ensure that the themes being explored were readily
comprehended and followed.

For the purpose of this report the figure below has been updated to

reflect industry terms of reference, the same terms will be used throughout to ensure consistency.
The original consumer friendly factsheet used in the research sessions is included in the appendices
for reference.

Figure 2: Participant factsheet – Today’s viewing landscape in summary
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3 Understanding viewing behaviours and motivations
3.1

Introduction

This chapter explores participants’ current behaviours and motivations, across a range of modes of
viewing and devices. The findings are predominantly based on group discussions, with participants
sensitised to existing viewing habits by completing the pre-task viewing diary and deprivation
exercise. Achieving an understanding of participants’ existing habits and motivations provides
valuable context for subsequently interpreting their choices and perceptions of specific TV service and
content providers.

3.2

Summary of key findings



Viewing habits vary by life stage and levels of tech engagement:

•

Younger (c.16-24)

•

•

−

Majority expressed a preference for VOD viewing; linear is typically under-claimed, but
popular for event TV and more passive viewing

−

VOD offered flexibility to watch what they wanted when they wanted

−

Greatest mix of devices used: connected games consoles and personal electronic devices
(PEDs) – i.e. laptops, tablets, and smartphones

Family (c.25-54)
−

Displayed greatest mix of linear and non-linear viewing through VOD & digital video recorder
(DVR) use

−

However, non-linear viewing is often a necessity rather than a preference (fitting with work &
family commitments)

−

Greater DVR use than younger participants: more unfettered access to main TV set

−

TV set is the main preference for most, but tech engaged also using PEDs to tailor viewing

Older (c.55+)
−

Majority had a linear preference: reflecting familiarity and generally lower tech engagement

−

Several using DVR with catch-up more of a back-up option

−

Subscription video on demand (SVOD) us e among a minority of more tech engaged / those
shown by friends & family

−

Vast majority prefer TV set for linear and non-linear viewing



Perceived pros and cons of different modes of viewing:

•

Linear


Favoured for event TV, allows viewers to avoid spoilers and be part of the conversation.
Familiar to all, and offers effortless (and often more passive) viewing experience



Adverts and repeats were annoying, with linear also failing to match the personalisation of
VOD and DVR viewing
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•

•

•

Recorded/ DVR


Allows viewing at a time that suits, avoids ‘buffering’ and allows skipping of adverts



Requires additional service/ equipment cost and planning to set items to record. Storage
and recording clashes can be issues

Free VOD (catch-up and ‘other internet’)


Valued mainly as a back-up when programmes were missed or subsequently
recommended. ‘Free’ and available across multiple platforms and devices



Time limits on content, adverts (depending on service used) and potential ‘buffering’.
Shallower content archives than SVOD services

SVOD

3.3



High content volume and whole series allowing binge viewing. Exclusive content and no
adverts



Need to pay and quantity of content is not always matched by quality. Can be diffic ult to
find something to watch unless looking for something specific and frustrating when limited
number of series available

Current viewing habits

The current viewing habits of participants varied in relation to life stage and levels of tech
engagement. The majority of younger participants claimed to view mainly through VOD, with many
preferring to watch SVOD or ‘other internet’ services, whilst older participants were more likely to
favour linear viewing. The tech engaged participants were also more likely to claim higher levels of
VOD viewing, reflecting their greater familiarity with and confidence in using a variety of VOD services
and connected devices. Participants’ viewing habits are explored below in relation to three broad lifestage groups:
•

‘Younger’: broadly encompassing those aged 16 to 24;

•

‘Family’: aged 25 to 54 with most having children in the household, and;

•

‘Older’: aged 55+ with the majority having lower levels of tech engagement.

3.3.1

Current viewing habits: Younger (c.16 to 24)

The majority of younger participants claimed that most of their viewing centred on VOD services.
They valued the personalisation of VOD services, which allowed them to watch what they wanted,
where they wanted, and when they wanted. They were also the age group with the highest AV tech
aptitude and were, therefore, aware of a wide variety of VOD services and had confidence accessing
them via a range of devices.
Moreover, the younger participants were most likely to be using personal electronic devices (PEDs) –
such as smartphones, laptops and tablets – to view content. They often used such devices to view
content in their own rooms meaning they did not have to fit with the viewing preferences of other
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household members (particularly where they lived with parents). Several younger participants were
also using games consoles to connect TV sets to a variety of VOD services.
The AV viewing diary excerpt below from a young female in London illustrates the high proportion of
VOD viewing (both catch-up and SVOD in this instance) and device usage that was observed across
the age group. The diary excerpt also highlights that, where linear viewing was noted by younger
participants, it often related to ‘event TV’ content – in this case, Britain’s Got Talent on ITV. They
were often keen to watch ‘event TV’, such as live sports or reality TV shows, to avoid spoilers and to
be part of the conversation following broadcast.

Figure 3: Pre-task viewing diary excerpt – Female, London, 21-24
When pressed, several younger participants conceded that they may have under-claimed the volume
of linear TV that they consumed.

1

Indeed, they were more likely to note down and recall VOD viewing

occasions where more active choices of content, they wanted to watch, were made. By contrast,
linear viewing was often associated with more passive viewing, such as when they were viewing with
other family members or winding down in front of the TV without a specific programme in mind.
“Sometimes lik e if you get in from college or Sixth Form or whatever, you just flick on the
telly and lik e watch half an hour of whatever’s on. Just rubbish or you just chill out then
go and watch what you actually want to watch. Yes, just sitting down and just watching
whatever’s there rather than choosing something specific.” (Male, 16-17, Cardiff)

1

The research design was informed by the requirement to get as close as possible to participants’
actual viewing behaviours. Indeed, with viewing habits often habitual, the pre-task viewing diary
helped build awareness of actual habits. In addition, the in-depth interviews facilitated a more
ethnographic view of difficult-to-recall behaviours with direct reference to participants’ own devices
and services.
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“There’s usually something good on BBC Three. It’s lik e if you are bored and there’s
nothing you can decide to watch on Netflix or something, chuck that on and there’s
normally something good on. Family Guy’s on there. That’s as far as it [linear viewing]
goes really.” (Male, 16-17, Cardiff)
3.3.2

Current viewing habits: Family (c.25 to 54)

The family life stage, broadly those aged 25 to 54, were most likely to report the greatest mixture of
modes of viewing – encompassing linear, VOD and recorded (DVR). For the family participants,
viewing typically had to fit around busy lives, with an array of work, family and household
commitments to be juggled. In particular, many participants with children often had to catch-up on
programmes after broadcast as children dominated viewing choices after school and at the weekend.
They would often record content or use catch-up services to watch programmes when children had
gone to bed.
The diary example below, from a female in Manchester with young children, conveys the wide range
of modes of viewing used to fit it around other commitments. In this example, Virgin TiVo serves as
the hub for linear, recorded, and VOD viewing via the main TV set.

Figure 4: Pre-task viewing diary excerpt – Female, 25-34, Manchester
Family participants expressed a preference for watching via the main TV set, as with the older groups
as illustrated in the figure above. However the majority were also comfortable using personal
electronic devices to watch around other family members and conflicting viewing schedules. Within
this group it was common for multiple family members to be watching content across the house with
parents taking control of the TV once children were settled in bed.
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Where children were present in households, several participants described a dual role for VOD
services. In such instances, VOD provided a valued platform to keep children occupied, while also
allowing parents to ‘binge’ on series when opportunities arose.
Rather than having a preference for non-linear viewing, the family participants often consumed
recorded and VOD content as a necessity given the limited time and viewing opportunities available.
The majority of family participants would still make the effort to watch ‘event TV’ and news at the time
of broadcast.
Yet, while many participants highlighted the habitual nature of soaps there was often less effort made
to watch them at the exact time of broadcast, again owing to the demands placed on this life-stage.
Instead, many participants regularly recorded episodes to watch later that same evening or they
would watch when repeated on a plus or family channel to better fit with their routine. Indeed,
although these were often watched on the same day to keep up-to-date and avoid spoilers there was
not the same urgency experienced as noted previously for news or ‘event TV’.
“Mine would probably be about 50/50 [linear versus non-linear viewing split] purely
because of sport; sport is the only thing I would watch live, because you see the match
before the score, everything else I would watch recorded or on demand.” (Female, 3039, Belfast)
“Depends if I’ve got something to watch and I want to watch it live. The news I want to
watch live. I don’t want to watch it recorded.” (Male, 35-54, London)
3.3.3

Current viewing habits: Older (55+)

The vast majority of over 55s expressed a preference for linear viewing, reflecting the familiarity and
perceived ease of watching at the time of broadcast and their generally lower levels of AV tech
engagement. They also strongly favoured watching content via a TV set, given the ease and comfort
associated with large-screen viewing. Furthermore, unlike the younger participants, they were more
likely to have ready access to the main TV set and greater control over viewing choices.
“I sit down at about six or seven o'clock and I think a lot of it is that my husband or son
will say Corrie is on and you just go in and watch it. A lot of it is just habit I think but we
do tend to watch it live.” (Female, 55+, Cardiff)
“For me to be honest I'm a bit of a technophobe and when I missed a programme, I
forget what it was; it was not that long ago to be honest I managed to plod my way into
finding out how to do catch-up. I was quite proud of myself to be honest with you…so it's
not something that I use an awful lot. I have used it a bit more lately.” (Male, 55+,
Cardiff)
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In the diary example below, the participant only watches programmes at the time of broadcast despite
having a smart TV.

Figure 5: Pre-task viewing diary excerpt – Male, Belfast, 55+
Nonetheless, several of the older participants were using non-linear modes of viewing as a back-up to
watching when broadcast. The majority of older participants favoured watching recorded content as a
back-up to linear with DVRs perceived as easy to operate, particularly when compared to previous
experiences of video cassette recorders (VCRs). They mainly used broadcaster catch-up services as
a back-up when they had forgotten to record a programme or when content had been recommended.
The vast majority favoured watching catch-up through a TV set using their TV platform operator, with
a minority using devices like desktops, laptops and tablets as alternatives.
A minority of older participants were using paid VOD services, whether as part of their pay TV
package or through separate SVOD services, such as Netflix or Amazon Prime. These participants
were more likely to have high levels of tech confidence, or had been introduced to the service by a
friend or family member. The majority of older participants were reluctant to use SVOD services due
to uncertainty regarding how they worked, and concerns about the potential costs involved.
“We haven't got on demand because my son said you have to pay for that with Sk y. Do
you have to pay? My husband won't pay for that because he pays for the Sk y Sports so
he won't pay. So if we watch anything we watch it on the desk top as catch-up.” (Female,
55+, Cardiff)
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“Yes my mum and dad don’t get on-demand because they don’t k now how to use it, I
showed my dad Netflix because there is loads of stuff on there he would love and he was
lik e that is great, can I get that on the TV, I was lik e he probably could, but he was too
scared it was going to cost him money, it is only £6.99 a month, so he is scared of that
side of it.” (Female, 30-39, Belfast)

3.4

Viewers’ understanding of the TV landscape

During the research sessions participants took part in a group exercise and were asked to arrange a
variety of sort cards containing different brands and services into groupings of similar items.
Participants were free to determine how the groups were defined and the activity uncovered varying
perceptions and understandings of the current viewing landscape. The core purpose of this exercise
was to gain insight into their knowledge of the marketplace.
Reflecting the discussion on current viewing habits, participants’ levels of awareness and
understanding varied across the younger, family, and older life-stage groups.
3.4.1

Market perceptions: Younger (c.16 to 24)

The younger groups were most likely to display a nuanced understanding of the AV marketplace. The
comprehensive understanding was reflected in more detailed groupings of brands and services,
based on participants’ generally higher awareness and usage of the items being considered. In
particular, the younger groups were best placed to identify emerging online and social media brands,
and were able to draw out differences between types of VOD services (e.g. between free broadcaster
catch-up services and paid VOD services).

Figure 6: Market perceptions card-sort exercise – Manchester, Pre-family
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3.4.2

Market perceptions: Family (c.25 to 54)

The family life stage groups had the greatest variance of levels of market understanding. Typically in
the family sessions the exercise was predominantly informed by the group members with higher
levels of AV tech engagement. Whilst the family groups tended to have a broad understanding of the
types of services being considered, they often struggled to distinguish between services with similar
roles – e.g. those with time-shift elements such as broadcaster catch-up services and ‘+1’ channel
variants. In addition, participants frequently had some level of awareness of brands that were used
by children and other household members, even where they were not personally engaging with the
service.

Figure 7: Market perceptions card-sort exercise – London, Family
3.4.3

Market perceptions: Older (55+)

The older participants were most likely to have a basic understanding of the viewing landscape, owing
to their generally lower tech engagement, and awareness and use of the online and social media
brands being considered. They typically arrived at the fewest groupings and least detailed
distinctions between brands and services occupying similar categories. Furthermore, the mapping
exercises of the older groups were characterised by the largest collection of ‘unknown’ or
‘miscellaneous’ items. In relation to VOD services, the older participants were frequently able to
understand and explain services that they had used (e.g. BBC iPlayer, ITV Player, Netflix) but were
less able to unpick and articulate differences between similar items. For example, many of the older
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participants used the terms ‘catch-up’ and ‘on-demand’ relatively interchangeably, and had not
actively given consideration to the distinguishing features of such services.

Figure 8: Market perceptions card-sort exercise – Cardiff, 55+
“Well we've sorted them into live things that you can get on your television when you are
watching it. Then you've got these which are the catch-up channels. These are what
you get on catch up, stuff on demand and this is Freeview and we don't seem to have
many of those…Chromecast, Google Play, iTunes and Tumblr we think they are apps.
Twitter and Facebook are apps that don't appear on television. Those we've got no
bloody idea what they are!” (Male, 55+, Cardiff)
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3.5

Linear versus non-linear behaviours and motivations

Building upon exploration of current viewing habits and market perceptions, participants’ behaviours
and motivations were examined in relation to different modes of viewing. The different modes of
viewing explored included: linear, recorded, free VOD, and SVOD. The roles of the various linear and
non-linear types of viewing were investigated with regards to the perceived strengths and
weaknesses of each.
3.5.1

Linear

In line with their existing habits, older participants were most likely to identify positive aspects of linear
viewing. Nevertheless, across the age bands, participants were able to draw out a range of strengths
and weaknesses of watching content when it was broadcast. The main perceptions of linear viewing
emerging from the research sessions are summarised in the figure below.

Figure 9: Linear viewing – best and worst aspects
The vast majority of participants valued linear for in-the-moment viewing, especially for ‘event TV’,
which avoided spoilers. Similarly, though to a lesser extent, some participants also noted the benefits
of scheduled TV for routinely watching soaps (see section 3.3.2). Despite this they particularly
associated linear with watching news and live sports, which were less suited for viewing following the
original broadcast.
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“It [linear] is as it happens, so you don’t have to worry about someone spoiling it.”
(Female, 30-39, Belfast)
With regards to the worst aspects of linear viewing, the majority of younger participants pointed to a
lack of personalisation offered by scheduled content. Indeed, having to wait to watch content at set
times contrasted with their preference for on-demand viewing.
The majority of participants also expressed frustration at the number of adverts on linear TV.
Participants who had become accustomed to fast-forwarding adverts on recorded content frequently
cited having to watch them as drawback to linear viewing.
“I would say that people have a lot less time [nowadays] and advertisements are more
intrusive on the time.” (Male, 30-39, Belfast)
3.5.2

Recorded

Recorded viewing was especially valued by family life-stage participants and, to a lesser extent, the
older age groups. The majority of the family participants cited the ability to watch content at a time
that suited them, with several noting the convenience of features such as series-linking.
“You can watch it when you want to. Although you do have to set up the recorder to
remember to record it. And schedule link the next series as well, that is a really good
one.” (Female, 30-39, Belfast)

Figure 10: Recorded viewing – best and worst aspects
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For several of the family and older life-stage participants, DVR services allowed them to build up an
archive of content that could be watched at convenient times. Whilst they valued the extensive
storage space offered by DVR services, several acquired large quantities of recorded items that went
unwatched over several months.
The younger participants, by contrast, were most likely to highlight the effort involved in planning to
record content, and issues such as recording clashes. Moreover, where younger participants lived
with parents or in shared households they often had less direct control over the TV service and
decisions regarding what was recorded. Several participants who valued watching content on the
move noted the lack of portability offered by recorded content versus VOD services.
“My mum records lik e three things at a time and lik e if I cancel it she’ll lik e get really
angry. So I can’t record something because it clashes with her programmes.” (Female,
16-17, Cardiff)
“Another thing about recorded is that you can’t watch it on the move, the way you can if
you have your laptop and you have to watch it on the device that has it on.” (Male, 30-39,
Belfast)
3.5.3

Free VOD

Participants principally considered broadcaster catch-up services and ‘other internet’ services, such
as YouTube, as falling under the ‘free VOD’ category for viewing a mix of both professional and user
generated content. The vast majority of participants associated free VOD services with occasions
when they had a specific item in mind, rather than general browsing. Moreover, most participants
perceived free VOD as offering a back-up where programmes had been missed, failed to record, or
had been recommended to them following the linear broadcast.
“It’s [catch-up] lik e recorded but it’s lik e if you miss, if you forgot to record it you’ve still
got lik e that there lik e a back -up k ind of thing.” (Male, 16-17, Cardiff)
“It's very useful if you happen to have missed something that you really wanted to watch.
Use catch-up TV.” (Female, 55+, Cardiff)
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Figure 11: Free VOD – best and worst aspects
When considering the more negative aspects of free VOD, most participants noted the time-limits
placed on content, particularly by some broadcaster catch-up services. The majority of participants –
including frequent users of free VOD – mentioned the irritation of ‘buffering’ that could spoil viewing
experiences. This irritation was not necessarily device specific however, with respondents reporting
experiencing the issue whether they were using TV sets or PEDs. Several participants also discussed
the potential difficulties of finding specific programmes amidst wide content archives, and such issues
will be explored in greater detail in Chapter 6 of this report.
“I would say that…on demand, it is k ind of trick y because there are so many episodes of
Corrie, you are going in and if you are watching the Wire, season one, episode five,
season two, episode six, you k now which one you watched last, but with Corrie it is lik e
is it that one?” (Male, 30-39, Belfast)
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3.5.4

SVOD

Younger participants were the most likely to use SVOD services, but there was also use of highprofile services, particularly Netflix (and to a lesser extent Amazon Prime Instant Video, Now TV and
Blinkbox), among the more tech-engaged family and older participants. The vast majority of SVOD
users valued the volume of content available, the exclusive series that are offered, and the ability to
binge watch. Most had been motivated to subscribe to a service in order to gain access to attentiongrabbing series, with House of Cards, Break ing Bad, and Orange is the New Black frequently
mentioned.
“Daredevil was good. Just carry on [watching] and go straight through. You don’t have to
wait until next week for the next one to come out because the entire thing was released
at once. So yes, that was pretty good.” (Male, 16-17, Cardiff)

Figure 12: SVOD – best and worst aspects
Nonetheless, several participants identified more negative aspects of SVOD services, including the
requirement to pay, the inconsistent quality of content beyond the prominent series and exclusives,
and frustrations where specific series were not available.
Several participants pointed to the challenge of finding something to watch when faced with an often
overwhelming array of choice. In the majority of cases they generally found it easier to navigate when
they had a specific item in mind, whether this had been recommended by friends or family or they
were already fully immersed in a series, but browsing through content to find something to watch was
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more challenging and thus more general searches were more infrequent. Within this context,
participants had mixed responses towards recommendations based on previous viewing habits.
Overall, the younger and more tech engaged participants assigned greater value to behavioural
recommendations generated by SVOD services based on users’ previous viewing habits). They also
appreciated recommendations via social media, where friends had their SVOD accounts linked to
social media, or had simply posted comments about content items that they had enjoyed. . By
contrast, the older and less tech savvy frequently doubted the quality of recommendations based on
previous viewing versus more traditional endorsements from friends and family.
“Recommendations from friends and what you have seen on social media and stuff and
so it is easy to go on and watch something and if you don’t lik e it just pick something
else, so it is all there.” (Male, 30-39, Belfast)
“But then you still get some crap [recommendations] as well because they’ll probably just
go through genre rather than anything else. So if you get lik e, you could watch an action
flick , lik e a decent one and then it’ll come up lik e recommend Shark nado. It’s a bit less
intense. So it’s a bit lik e it’s less specific than it could be.” (Male, 16-17, Cardiff)

3.6

Reflections on linear and VOD viewing

The deprivation exercise further helped uncover the roles of linear and non-linear viewing, with a
particular emphasis on VOD. Across the research sessions, half of the participants were asked to live
without linear viewing for a day, with the other half living without VOD. The task disrupted
participants’ existing habits and caused them to reflect on what they valued about the different modes
of viewing. Furthermore, several participants actually described positive outcomes from the task,
alongside aspects of their repertoires that they missed. The sections below draw on excerpts from
participants’ pre tasks to further explore the roles of linear and VOD.
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3.6.1

Living without linear TV

Figure 13: Reflections on deprivation exercise – living without linear TV
Older participants were most likely to find it difficult to live without linear viewing, reflecting their
broader habits and preferences. In particular, they felt cut off from existing routines, and missed the
ease of viewing scheduled content and keeping up to date through TV news. Several participants
also felt ‘out of the loop’ and displaced from the social value of linear viewing by being unable to
discuss content with friends shortly after broadcast.
Nevertheless, a few participants also observed more positive outcomes of living without linear TV.
For example, by breaking routines, some participants thought that time had been freed up to engage
in other activities. Several participants, particularly the younger, valued the greater control and
personalisation offered by VOD services when used as alternatives to linear viewing.
3.6.2

Living without VOD

In contrast to the linear deprivation, the VOD exercise was generally more challenging for the younger
and tech engaged. The majority of younger participants undertaking the VOD task felt restricted and
missed the flexibility and personalisation offered by VOD consumption. The task also presented
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challenges for the family life stage participants, who missed being able to fit viewing around other
commitments.
Nonetheless, reflecting the linear deprivation results, a few participants observed positive benefits of
living without VOD. They noted the relative ease of watching linear TV, and the sense of release from
the easily addictive and time-consuming nature of binge viewing via VOD services.

Figure 14: Reflections on deprivation exercise – living without VOD
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3.7

Device behaviours and motivations

Finally in this chapter, exploration of current viewing behaviours and motivations extended to
participants’ device preferences. The sections below investigate participants’ device habits and
preferences in relation to linear and non-linear viewing.
3.7.1

Linear viewing

The vast majority of participants expressed a clear preference for a screen when viewing linear
content, favouring TV sets offering a relatively comfortable, large-screen viewing experience. The
older participants, in particular, strongly associated TV sets with linear viewing, and the shared, social
experience of watching with other family members. The majority of participants noted the ease of
linear viewing via TV sets that were linked to their TV platform operator (e.g. Sky, Virgin Media,
Freeview, etc.), whether through a set-top box or via an in-built tuner.
“Not as good [tablet for viewing content]. I mean the telly is a hell of a lot bigger so you
are getting a better visual effect of things than you are on the small one. I mean they are
handy if you want to go to bed or something and I have got a telly in the bedroom and I
don't watch it up there. They are handy for little things but I wouldn't use them as a
normal thing to watch anything on. I'd always use the television.” (Female, 55+, Cardiff)
Where participants used other devices to watch linear TV, this was mainly due to the TV set not being
available. For example, the majority of younger participants also occasionally used devices such as
tablets, laptops, and smartphones for linear viewing to watch what they wanted when other family and
household members had control of the main TV set. In addition, across the research sessions, the
more tech-engaged participants had occasionally used personal devices to watch content out of
home, especially to avoid missing out when major events were broadcast. However, they were
generally less likely to watch linear content out of home given issues with mobile devices, such as
battery life, screen size, and data allowances.
Several of the family life stage participants had used personal devices to watch content at home,
particularly when children were using the main TV set. The majority of participants with portable
devices had also occasionally used them to watch linear content when winding down or in bed.
3.7.2

Non-linear viewing

The majority of participants, especially the older and family life stages, also preferred TV sets for nonlinear viewing, yet there was evidence of a much greater array of devices being used. Most
participants favoured TV sets for similar reasons to linear viewing: they offered a large screen,
viewing in a comfortable environment, and were strongly linked with more social viewing with others
present. Participants were most likely to view non-linear content via TV sets where catch-up and on35

demand services were available through their TV platform operators. Many younger participants also
noted use of connected games consoles to view VOD content through a TV set. Several of the more
tech-savvy participants had connected devices such as laptops to TV sets, to access internetdelivered VOD content whilst enjoying the large-screen experience offered.
“I have Netflix on that Xbox and there are some apps you can use and YouTube is on
there as well, so I watch some things on it, because I don’t have a smart TV, but having
the box has the same capability so I put that on the big screen, so do that sometimes.”
(Male, 30-39, Belfast)
Among the older participants, there was occasional use of devices such as desktops, laptops and
tablets to view non-linear content. In the majority of cases, this involved viewing of catch-up rather
than SVOD services and was most likely among the more tech engaged. The older participants were
most likely to use other devices to view non-linear content where VOD services were not available on
their TV set through TV platform operators, and where the main set was in use by a spouse or other
family member.
A minority of participants reported using smart TV apps to view catch-up and on-demand services.
Among the older participants, several had purchased smart TVs simply as a new TV set rather than
actively seeking to take advantage of the connected features. The older participants were generally
less tech-engaged and less likely to explore all the features offered. Indeed, participants with smart
TVs often continued to access VOD services via TV providers given the familiarity of the navigation
and steps involved, rather than due to any perceived frustrations with the smart TV apps. Where
participants did use smart TVs for VOD content, there was commonly a trade-off between the
advantage of viewing via a large screen and the disadvantage of a slower experience than accessing
through touchscreen devices.
“It’s smart TV slow but it’s better than using it BBC iPlayer on a laptop because the
screen’s bigger and it’s not that slow.” (Female, 16-17, Cardiff)
Most of the younger participants were frequent users of portable devices to watch VOD content.
These were seen as enabling them to watch what they wanted rather than having to fit with the
preferences of other household members. They preferred tablets and laptops for non-linear viewing
at home due to the relatively large screen sizes and ease of navigation. Moreover, younger and more
tech savvy participants were able to use PEDs to access on-demand content including that which sits
outside of the potential perceived control of the screen and TV platform operator, with access to both
further official and unofficial sites to ‘top-up’ viewing or access content otherwise unavailable through
the main TV operator. By contrast, smartphones were mainly associated with short-form content,
such as YouTube videos, and did not offer such an immersive viewing experience. Several family
life-stage participants noted the value of portability from using personal devices at home to watch
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VOD content. The portability allowed them to continue viewing between rooms, to watch when
winding down at the end of the evening, and to watch what they want when others had control of the
main TV set.
“Well lik e, no I think it’s people lik e do it on their tablet or their laptop because it’ll be what
they want to watch. Lik e people get into arguments over recorded stuff on the telly
because the telly seems to be lik e the family thing…but then if you’ve got a tablet or a
laptop it’s typically yours. So people prefer to use them because they get to choose.
They get more freedom for what they want to watch. That’s what I think anyway.” (Male,
16-17, Cardiff)
“You can carry it [tablet computer] anywhere and you can start watching it in your living
room and then if you get tired you can walk to bed or you can have it on in the k itchen
when you are cook ing and watching something whilst you do dinner.” (Female, 30-39,
Belfast)
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4 TV platform operators: choices and perceptions
4.1

Introduction

This chapter explores participants’ choices of pay-TV platform operators and, in particular, the role of
the availability and perceived quality of VOD services in their decision-making processes. The
findings are predominantly based on the group discussions, with participants having proactively
reflected on their choice of pay-TV platform operator and the relative strengths and weaknesses of
the service via the pre-tasking. The chapter builds on consideration of participants’ choices of pay-TV
platform operators to explore their overarching perceptions of the positive and negative aspects of
pay and free-to-air TV platforms.

4.2

Summary of key findings



VOD not typically a principal consideration in choice of pay-TV platform operator:

•

VOD more of an expectation across pay-TV platform operat ors rather than being a distinguishing
factor

•

Participants expect all major pay-TV platforms to offer VOD services, and there are alternative
means of accessing VOD content available (i.e. using other devices and platforms)

•

Choic e of pay-TV provider is mainly guided by practical considerations such as price, availability,
bundles/ deals, internet speed, and perceived reliability

•

Word-of-mouth (WOM) and brand reput ation/ familiarity are also prominent motivators, as is
desire to access specific equipment (HD, DVR)

•

In terms of content, accessing particular channels (e.g. premium sports & movies, and service
specific) remain more influential than VOD offers

•

SVOD (esp. Netflix) is widely seen as augmenting pay-TV platform providers’ offers rather than
being a core part of the package



Perceptions of pay and free-to-air TV platforms

•

Perceptions of pay-TV platforms:


Broad content offer: many channels, including premium movies and sports, and exclusive
content



Catch-up and on-demand services included; yet not as important as channels as
available via alternative platforms and devices



High-quality, user-friendly interfaces



Access to HD and DVR capabilities



Cost benefits of bundling TV content with other services (e.g. broadband, telephone)



Can be expensive, especially when including premium channels and multiple channel
brands (e.g. Sky Sports and BT Sport)



Frustrations with pay-per-view events on top of existing package



Many channels, but quantity not always matched by quality



Unreliability in bad weather (satellite); limited availability in some, particularly rural, areas
(cable)
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•

4.3

Perceptions of free-to-air TV platforms:


Cost effective: free from ongoing subscription fees



Range of channels compares favourably to previous analogue offer



Valued for viewing content on secondary sets in households



Can be used as a hub service for viewing linear content, often augmented by using free,
subscription and other internet on-demand services



Limited channel offer when compared to pay-TV platform providers



Interfaces can be less intuitive and user friendly; vary by equipment manufacturer and
can lack the familiarity of pay-TV interfaces

Choice of pay-TV platform operators

Participants were asked to reflect on their choice of pay-TV platform operators to facilitate the
exploration of the relative influence which VOD offers have within the decision-making process. The
hierarchical diagram below summarises the relative importance of a range of factors in participants’
choice of pay-TV platform operator. The most important considerations of ‘utility’ are listed in the red
section, with the least important, ‘niche’ factors, at the top of the pyramid in blue.

Figure 15: Hierarchy of factors in choice of pay-TV platform operators
The majority of participants broadly viewed their choice of pay-TV provider in similar terms to practical
decisions surrounding other household utilities. Indeed, with TV services often bundled with internet
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and telecommunications services, most participants’ considerations go beyond what content was
offered, whether channels or VOD services. The majority of participants, particularly the less affluent,
cited price as a principal consideration when choosing a pay-TV platform operator. Moreover, many
participants decided on a specific pay-TV platform operator due to deals or offers, or where bundling
with other services proved to be cost effective.
“We just rang Virgin and told them that BT had offered this good pack age but could you
give us anything better. So it goes really on value for money I think .” (Male, 21-29,
Manchester)
“We went with Virgin…the reason being it was a good pack age again. It has broadband
and a telephone system as well.” (Male, 35-54, London)
“That was the best price BT TV, when we moved into our apartment last year BT had the
line, so we wanted to get Sky, but BT were less, so then when we looked at the prices it
was cheaper to take the package from BT with the TV package.” (Female, 30-39,
Belfast)
Participants also cited practical considerations such as the availability of particular services in their
local area, and the perceived quality of the TV signal likely to be received. Many participants
mentioned internet speed and reliability as major considerations in their choice of pay-TV service.
Indeed, with many participants consuming VOD content via connected devices, the internet speed
offered was regularly of greater consequence than any VOD content available through the pay-TV
service itself.
Many participants, particularly the less tech savvy, were strongly influenced by brand reputation and
what they had heard about providers from others. They were heavily guided by recommendations
from friends and family, and their existing perceptions about the quality of service likely to be
delivered by particular brands. Familiarity was also influential, with several participants opting for a
provider they had used previously or elsewhere – e.g. at a friend’s or family member’s home, or the
service they had used when living with parents. Another important consideration was customer
service, with some participants being prompted to switch service by poor experiences and choosing
another provider due to higher service expectations.
Many participants also cited more functional or technical elements as important in their choice of payTV platform operator. For example, many considered it essential that the pay-TV platform operator
offered features such as HD services and DVR capabilities. Several participants considered Sky to be
synonymous with DVR and HD capabilities, with well established ‘Sky +’ and ‘Sky HD’ brands often
used as examples. In particular, many valued the capabilities of tailored viewing, live pause, and fast-
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forwarding through adverts provided by Sky +. Indeed, in relation to the hierarchy of considerations,
such functions were seen as essential by many participants before content options were weighed up.
Where participants considered content, the availability of particular channel brands was a more
prominent factor in choice of pay-TV provider than specific catch-up and on-demand services offered.
Several participants subscribed to premium channel brands such as Sky Sports, Sky Movies, and BT
Sport, but it was widely recognised that these channels were available across providers. As a result,
the price at which such channels were available at, as part of a broader package, was a more
influential consideration than the availability of the channels per se.
Several participants mentioned TV-provider-specific channels, notably Sky Atlantic which offered
access to popular series such as Game of Thrones and True Detective. However, whilst some
participants without Sky were frustrated that Sky Atlantic was not available on their pay-TV platform
operator, this was generally not enough to compel them to switch service. Indeed, most participants
perceived switching TV service as a potentially time consuming process, particularly where TV
packages were bundled with phone and broadband services. Moreover, several participants,
particularly the younger and more tech engaged, had other avenues for consuming content not
available through their current pay-TV platform operator. They cited options such as SVOD services
and ‘unofficial’ online sources where series could be downloaded or streamed for free. The
availability of specific channels was most likely to be influential for participants in situations where ‘all
else was equal’ in terms of functional and practical attributes (e.g. price and equipment offered) of
providers being considered. In addition, the specific channels offered by pay-TV providers were more
likely to influence the choices of more affluent participants, with greater disposable incomes, and
those with a particularly keen interest in TV.
For the majority of participants, the availability of VOD had not been a significant factor in their choice
of existing pay-TV platform provider. Indeed, many of the older participants had subscriptions with TV
providers that simply pre-dated the emergence of VOD. There were clear indications that for most
participants the presence of catch-up services and VOD services were an expected part of the payTV offer, rather than simply being a core distinguishing factor. Whilst most participants would now
expect VOD services to be included in their pay-TV packages, it was however generally understood
that these would be available on all of the major pay-TV platform operators.
“Nowadays that [on-demand content] would be quite important. Yes it would be very
important. I don't k now if it would override price. But I think I would find it hard, actually,
not to have catch-up or on demand now, think ing about it. If I turn it around that way,
even though price is a factor I would miss those services, yes. That would be important.”
(Female, 55+, Cardiff)
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Furthermore, the majority of participants struggled to distinguish between the particular VOD offers of
the major pay-TV operators, with the expectation that they would all offer access to catch-up and ondemand services. This reflected the experiences of many participants who, having accessed ondemand programming through their existing pay-TV platform, generally found that access to catch-up
and on-demand services was available across all major TV platforms. Several participants with smart
TVs or connected games consoles also noted that they could be used to access VOD services via
their TV set, thus lessening the importance of having them incorporated within pay-TV platform
operator interfaces or channel guides.
Several participants with Virgin Media cited the convenience of accessing VOD content through
services such as Netflix and YouTube on their TV set. Nonetheless, there was little evidence of the
integrated access to VOD services influencing participants’ original choice of Virgin Media. Whilst
participants without Virgin Media recognised the benefits of more integration of VOD content services
and TV platforms, this was unlikely to prompt them to consider switching service. Current Sky
customers, for example, did not identify the lack of availability of these on demand services as an
issue or indeed incentive to switch operator. Participants using Sky and Netflix had established
routines of accessing the latter through other devices or by connecting devices to their TV set.
The least influential factors in choice of pay-TV platform operator were more ‘niche’ offerings, such as
3D content.

4.4

Perceptions of pay and free-to-air TV platforms

The research also investigated participants’ perceptions of a selection of prominent pay and free-toair TV platform operators. It should be noted that the sample composition broadly reflected the
penetration of TV platform operators in the population, with services like Sky, Virgin Media and
Freeview having the highest number of users across the research sample. The following sections
explore participants’ general perceptions of the positive and negative aspects of pay and free-to-air
TV platforms.
4.4.1

Perceptions of pay-TV platforms

Positive perceptions
The majority of participants associated pay-TV platform operators with more extensive content offers
than free-to-air services. In particular, they thought that pay-TV platform operators were likely to
deliver a high quantity and variety of channels. They also recognised that pay-TV platform operators
offered premium sports and movies channels, along with a range of exclusive channels, series, and
programmes.
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Many participants associated pay-TV platform operators with delivering on-demand content beyond
broadcast channels. For example, several participants valued the ability to access on-demand and
catch-up services via their TV platform operator. However, they generally placed less value on the
provision of on-demand services than channels as they could often be accessed through alternative
devices and platforms (e.g. via apps or web browsers on a personal electronic device, smart TV, or
connected games console).
In addition, several participants identified user-friendly interfaces as a positive aspect of pay-TV
platform operators. Whilst the perceived quality of interfaces varied across platform operators,
participants’ positive perceptions were often founded on long-standing use of platform operators and
familiarity with functions and navigation. Indeed, pay-TV platforms offered more consistency across
devices, with free-to-air platform interfaces typically varying across equipment manufacturers.
Reflecting its importance in choice of TV platform operators, many participants also valued the
functional aspects of pay-TV providers, such as DVRs and HD services. For older participants, in
particular, the convenience and usability of DVRs compared favourably to video cassette recorders.
Finally, several participants valued the potential cost benefits where pay-TV services were bundled
with broadband and telephone services. Furthermore, they also recognised the convenience of TV
content being delivered alongside other services via a single supplier. Despite the potential cost
efficiencies and convenience of bundling, price was foremost among participants’ the negative
perceptions of pay-TV platforms.
Negative perceptions
The majority of participants had some reservations regarding the perceived high costs of pay-TV
platform operators. Moreover, these reservations often centred on the costs of adding the attentiongrabbing premium sports and movies channels to packages. Several participants also expressed
frustrations with costs stemming from high-profile sports content being split across different pay-TV
services. For example, several football fans reacted negatively to having to subscribe to BT Sport
and Sky Sports to watch the full range of Barclays Premiership and UEFA Champions League
matches. In addition, a few participants expressed irritation that certain sports events (e.g. boxing,
wrestling) were only available via pay-per-view despite them already subscribing to core sports
channels.
Whilst pay-TV services were associated with a high volume of content, several participants thought
that the quantity was not always reflected in the depth and breadth of quality. Indeed, as shown in
participants’ reflections on their viewing diaries, the majority had fairly consistent viewing habits and
routines, and channel repertoires that often covered a fraction of those available. A few participants
also responded negatively to exclusive pay-TV channels and series, especially when they were not
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available on their existing platform operator. Nonetheless, for the vast majority of participants, the
absence of specific on-demand services, such as YouTube or Netflix, was not seen as a significant
shortcoming of a platform operator. Indeed, participants with an interest in such services typically had
alternative means of accessing them or specific content items that appealed.
A few participants also identified occasional unreliability as a negative aspect of pay-TV platform
operators. In particular, they mentioned that satellite services were subject to disruption during bad
weather. A similar number of participants also expressed frustrations where their choice of pay-TV
platforms was limited by a lack of availability of certain providers in their area.
Finally, whilst the majority of participants made positive associations between pay-TV platform
providers and DVRs, several noted perceived functional shortcomings. For example, they were
frustrated by recording clashes and the limited number of concurrent recordings offered by certain
platform providers.
4.4.2

Perceptions of free-to-air TV platforms

In relation to free-to-air platforms operators, the vast majority of participants had access to the digital
Freeview service, with a minority using the satellite equivalent, Freesat. However, participants’
perceptions of these free-to-air services did not diverge significantly, and the general positive and
negative aspects of free-to-air platforms are explored below.
Positive perceptions
In general, the vast majority of participants had lower expectations of free-to-air platforms given that
they did not have to pay a subscription fee. Moreover, many participants had acquired free-to-air
platforms by default when they were built-in to a new TV set, and had not made an active decision to
obtain the service.
For most participants, the most positive aspect of free-to-air platforms was the cost-effective access
they gave to TV content. Older participants, in particular, valued the range of channels provided for
free compared to previous analogue terrestrial services. Participants with pay-TV providers often
mainly used free-to-air platforms on secondary sets, and appreciated the range of content available
when watching in other rooms or when the main set was being used by other household members.
Several participants, including younger and more tech engaged, used free-to-air platforms as a hub
for broadcast content, which was augmented by use of other devices and on-demand services. For
these participants, free-to-air platforms allowed them to watch linear channels without being bound to
a long-term contract with a pay-TV provider. They often topped-up the content provided on free-to-air
platforms with use of SVOD, broadcaster catch up, and other internet on-demand services.
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In addition, a few participants identified free-to-air platforms as offering a cost-effective means of
acquiring DVR and HD services. Furthermore, they were able to access DVR and HD services
through a one-off equipment purchase without the need for an ongoing subscription to a pay-TV
platform provider.
Negative perceptions
For the majority of participants, the most negative aspect of free-to-air services was the relative lack
of channels when compared to pay-TV platform providers. Participants who currently or had formerly
subscribed to pay-TV platforms were most likely to perceive the shortcoming of relatively fewer
channels. Similarly, several participants with pay-TV platforms considered free-to-air interfaces to be
less user-friendly and intuitive. They based this on familiarity with pay-TV interfaces and the lack of
consistency of free-to-air platform interfaces across various equipment manufacturers.
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5 Content providers: choices and perceptions
5.1

Introduction

This chapter explores participants’ motivations for watching and perceptions of various types of VOD
services. Firstly, the use of free VOD services will be investigated, covering broadcaster catch-up
and other internet services. This will, secondly, be followed by exploration of participants’ usage and
attitudes towards SVOD services, such as Netflix and Amazon Prime Instant Video.

5.2

Summary of key findings



Content is king in choice of content providers

•

Unlike choice of TV platform operators where broader considerations dominate, content is key to
choices of free and subscription VOD services

•

Catch-up increasingly used via TV sets (when available through TV platform operators) and
mainly with specific content items in mind

•

‘Other internet’ sources such as YouTube mainly used for short-form videos, and most associated
with PEDs

•

Participants were attracted to SVOD services by exclusive content, specific series, the desire to
binge view, and based on WOM/ recommendations

5.3
5.3.1

Free VOD services
Broadcaster catch-up services

The majority of participants were using free broadcaster catch-up services (e.g. BBC iPlayer, All 4,
ITV Player) to consume on-demand content. They mainly associated catch-up services with a ‘backup’ role, allowing them to watch content that had been missed or had been recommended to them
after broadcast. Indeed, for most catch-up users, the majority of viewing occasions involved
searching for specific items rather than browsing for content with nothing particular in mind.
Whilst participants use a range of devices to watch catch-up services, most expressed a preference
for TV sets. However, for the majority of participants, expectations of the usability of catch-up
services stemmed from a legacy of use on desktop and laptop computers, and touchscreen devices.
Many participants recognised that content was available for a limited time on particular catch-up
services, although there was confusion as to the actual availability windows. Most users of catch-up
services from commercial broadcasters expressed frustration at the volume of adverts included, with
these services lacking the ability to ‘fast-forward’ familiar to those using DVR services.
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5.3.2

Other internet services

Many participants, especially the younger, were using other internet VOD services such as YouTube
to watch AV content. The majority were most likely to use other internet services on personal devices
to consume short-form and user-generated content. However, a few participants – particularly those
with smart TVs and/ or certain pay-TV platforms – occasionally accessed other internet services via
their main TV sets to watch professional short-form content such as music videos.
Some participants also cited other internet services as a means of watching professional longer form
content that was no longer available from official catch-up services and using the wider catalogue at
hand as a standby catch-up service. This could, however, prove to be a frustrating experience, with
longer-form content often split into separate video files that could be difficult to navigate between.

5.4

SVOD services

The majority of participants associated SVOD services (such as Netflix and Amazon Prime Instant
Video) with exclusive content, including attention-grabbing TV series. Indeed, many had originally
signed up to SVOD services to access a particular series, often following recommendations from
friends and family. The vast majority of SVOD users valued the flexibility of being able to binge on
whole series, rather than having to wait for the next episode to be broadcast. However, several
participants thought that the sheer quantity of content available on SVOD services was not reflected
in depth of quality. They expressed frustrations that certain programmes were not available on their
SVOD service, or where incomplete numbers of seasons were offered for specific titles. A few
participants also thought that the American versions of SVOD services provided stronger content
offers, with some adopting approaches to address the perceived shortfall in content on UK services.
Several participants considered SVOD services to offer a cost-effective alternative to pay-TV platform
operators. Younger participants, in particular, appreciated the flexibility offered by monthly payments
compared to the longer, fixed contracts associated with pay-TV platform operators. Indeed, several
younger participants living in rented accommodation were reluctant to commit to long-term TV service
contracts given the potential short-term nature of their housing.
Many participants with SVOD services had initially signed up following a one-month trial. In addition,
several of the participants, especially the younger, accessed SVOD services through shared
accounts, where they were able to use the service through a particular device with a friend or family
member paying the subscription fees.
“Yes, it’s Netflix got lik e a shared account thing hadn’t it? It’s being paid by one person
but then you can split it off into different accounts. So you just do that and then yes, I
don’t pay for it but I’ve got my own account.” (Male, 16-17, Cardiff)
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Many parents who subscribed to SVOD services were reassured by the safety delivered by accounts
set up for children. Having profiles for children helped them ensure that they were not accessing
inappropriate content through the service.
Younger and more tech-engaged participants were most likely to see the benefits of content
recommendations based on previous viewing. Older participants were more likely to struggle to find
something to watch and navigate to content given the volume of programmes and films available.
“That's the one gripe I've got with Netflix because the other evening there was something
that my wife stumbled on and I happened to be out at the time anyway and she had
forgotten how she found it. So you have to scroll through for ages to find it. And you
k now you can't pick up a menu, you get the picture of what it is lik e House of Cards and
you get Kevin Spacey on there. And then you flip to the next one and the next one, you
can't even type in a title and it will bring it up for you. That's my one complaint with
Netflix.” (Male, 55+, Cardiff)
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6 On-demand content discovery and navigation
6.1

Introduction

This chapter examines how participants were discovering and navigating content through VOD
services. Participants’ general perceptions of VOD discovery and navigation will be explored before
comparing experiences of broadcaster catch-up versus paid on-demand services. This will be
followed by case studies from the ethnographic depth interviews, which deliver detailed illustration of
content discovery and navigation in context with participants’ broader attitudes and behaviours.

6.2
•

•

6.3

Summary of key findings
Broadcaster catch-up services:
−

Usually accessed with specific content items in mind (rec ommendations/ missed
programmes)

−

Can be difficult to find content if unsure over particular channel & time of broadcast

−

Loading times & internet speeds can make it a frustrating process

−

Can be tricky to search via TV service using remote control (not as good as touchscreen);
yet offset by benefits of large-screen viewing

−

Respondents said they found some services easier to navigate than others. There was
some confusion over whether content can be streamed or needs to be downloaded to
planner

−

Browsing for content often focuses on scrolling through sections (genre, ‘most popular’,
‘featured’)

SVOD services:
−

Sheer volume of content can make finding something to watch difficult

−

Initial content decisions guided by WOM, attention-grabbing exclusive series

−

Easier to navigate via touchscreen or laptop than TV set, yet TV favoured for more
comfortable viewing experience

−

Connected consoles and controllers offer easier navigation than TV remotes

−

Behavioural recommendations are polarising: more likely to be favoured by younger
users, yet can be ‘hit and miss’

On-demand content discovery and navigation

Participants’ experiences of VOD content discovery and navigation varied in relation to their level of
tech aptitude and also the devices used to access content. As explored in section 3.7 of this report,
the majority of participants preferred to watch VOD content via a TV. However, most participants
found it difficult to access content on VOD services via a TV set given the need to navigate and type
search items using a TV remote control. For the older, less tech-engaged, whilst this was deemed
cumbersome most opted to persevere and watch via the main TV set instead of switching screens.
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For the younger and more tech-engaged participants who are more accustomed to touchscreen
devices and connected games consoles, the experience of using a remote control to access VOD
content was slow and frustrating resulting in many opting to search for on-demand content via
personal electronic devices.
“If you’re on Netflix through the Virgin box you try and type in a show and you have to
wait lik e five minutes for it to load a letter k ind of thing. And then you finally get there, you
click on the series and it’s five minutes loading the series with all the seasons and
everything. Then you click on that and then it tak es ages to buffer the actual film or TV
series. It tak es too long.” (Male, 16-17, Cardiff)
“An iPad is easier because the interface, you have got a large screen, whereas when
you are look ing through the TV, you have got to go back and select.” (Female, 30-39,
Belfast)
The majority of the older participants were more inclined to find content by scrolling through their
electronic programme guide (EPG) or by browsing programmes they had previously recorded. Where
they used broadcaster catch-up services, most had a specific programme in mind rather than more
general browsing for content.
“Sometimes I go on Netflix and spend half the time reading what stuff is and not watching
anything and things that I probably would lik e and think that it sounds good, but there
might be something else, then you flick for ages. As you say it is sometimes nice to put
the channel on and whatever is on is on.” (Male, 30-39, Belfast)
Some respondents considered that the TV interface from their service provider was easy to navigate.
This tended to be based on long-standing familiarity and generally positive experiences of using it.
The following sections provide more detailed exploration of participants’ experiences of VOD
discovery and navigation, comparing experiences of broadcaster catch up and SVOD services.

6.4

Broadcaster catch-up services

The vast majority of participants mainly associated catch-up services with watching programmes they
had missed, or that had been recommended to them following broadcast. When searching for a
specific item, most participants preferred to type the name of the programme or film into a search box.
However, many catch-up users found typing search items to be easier on devices with keyboards or
touchscreens than using TV remotes for text entry.
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“Yeah, I prefer to watch the ITV and BBC iPlayers on the main set. [But] It’s so easy with
the app on the iPad and the laptop or desk top but to get it [through the television] you
are flick ing back and forth, back and forth.” (Male, 55+, Cardiff)
Given many participants associated catch-up with specific items, the majority were able to easily
identify on which channel the programme was shown and go about their typical search functions.
However, in instances where this was not the case, particularly following recommendations,
participants would search via individual broadcasters and, depending on the type of programme,
navigate through genres and most popular.
Participants’ alternatives to using search functions, included scrolling back through previous days’
schedules, or browsing through sections, whether by genre or content curated in ‘most popular’ or
‘featured’ sections. Also when not using search features, a few participants found it difficult to locate
content if they did not know the date or time of broadcast.

6.5

SVOD

On most SVOD viewing occasions, participants used services with a particular item in mind (e.g. an
item that had been recommended to them, or an episode(s) of a series that they had previously
started), rather than for general browsing. Nonetheless, SVOD services were used more often to
browse for content than broadcaster catch-up service equivalents. Many occasionally found it difficult
to find something to watch on SVOD services, particularly where they were browsing without a
specific content item in mind. By contrast, for most participants, locating content was far easier when
looking for a particular programme, especially when they were heavily featured or promoted on
interface home screens. In relation to SVOD services, content discovery was frequently fuelled by
attention-grabbing, exclusive content that had influenced decisions to subscribe, and by
recommendations from others.
Mirroring perceptions of catch-up services, many found navigating via a remote control to be slower
and less intuitive than using a keyboard or touchscreen. However, the perceived effort of using a
remote control was offset for most participants by the benefits of viewing via a TV screen. Some
respondents found loading OTT services via their television service provider to be slow.
Recommendations based on previous viewing were often polarising, and considered most useful by
younger and more tech-engaged participants. For a few younger participants, these were particularly
useful when provided alongside social media links and suggestions based on friends’ viewing habits.
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7 Contractual switching between providers
7.1

Introduction

Finally, this chapter explores participants’ considerations and decision-making processes when
switching contractual relationships between different TV platform operators and content providers.
For each category of service, participants’ motivations for switching are examined alongside potential
barriers. The chapter primarily draws on the views of participants who had either recently switched
service or were actively seeking to do so in the near future.

7.2

Summary of key findings



Motivations for switching pay-TV services reflected factors in choice of exi sting pl atform
operators

•

Motivations among those who recently switched or were actively considering switching:

•

−

Factors such as price and service issues (e.g. internet speed, customer service, reliability
of TV service) dominated considerations

−

Other factors included the opport unity arising from moving house, and attention-grabbing
bundles/ deals advertised by other providers

−

Provider-specific services do hold appeal (esp. Sky Atlantic) but many likely to find
content elsewhere rather than facing the ‘hassle’ and effort of switching contract

Perceived barriers to switching:

7.3
7.3.1

−

Perceived ‘hassle’ and effort involved in switching contract

−

Tied to a provider through a long-term contract, and perceived costs in breaking contract
and having equipment installed and/ or replaced

−

Limited options due to service availability in area

Switching between TV platform operators
Motivations for switching TV platform operator

Participants’ motivations for switching TV platform operator were predominantly based on practical
considerations such as price, availability and service level, rather than content considerations. In this
respect, participants’ motivations for switching TV platform operator mirrored their considerations in
their choices of existing provider (as discussed in section 4.3). It should be noted that in the vast
majority of cases, participants considered switching TV services as part of a bundle alongside other
elements such as telephone and broadband internet. Participants’ most frequently cited reasons for
switching TV platform operator are summarised in the figure below, along with the principal barriers to
changing service.
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Figure 16: Switching TV platform operator – motivations and barriers
The majority of those who had switched TV platform operator or were considering switching cited
practical considerations such as the price offered, the internet speed, the availability of the service in
their area, and the perceived reliability. Most participants also mentioned the importance of bundles,
with TV offers considered alongside internet and telephone.
“[I switched] For a combination of reasons. I had a number of issues [with my previous
provider] over a period of my contract some of which were never resolved. For [another
provider] I had to pay for break down insurance cover whereas there was no charge with
[my current provider]. I [have] an excellent deal with [my current provider] for TV,
broadband and telephone which means a monthly saving of thirty pounds which is a
significant saving for me as a pensioner. And the other thing was that my son persuaded
me to go to [with my current provider] because he got a fifty pound voucher out of it but
that's by the way. I was quite happy to do that. I got everything I wanted from [my
current provider] and as I say it saves me thirty pounds a month.” (Male, 55+, Cardiff)
“[The service from my previous provider] was just really slow and lik e I was using too
much internet for the rest of my family. So we got the better internet [with our new
provider]” (Male, 16-17, Cardiff)
For the vast majority of participants, content offers were generally secondary in decisions to switch TV
platform operator. Indeed, whilst the availability of VOD services and specific channels was
important, the offers of the main TV platform operators were seen to be broadly similar. Content
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typically only became a more decisive consideration for participants where prices for similar offers
were compared across providers.
7.3.2

Barriers to switching TV platform operator

Several participants expressed reluctance to switch service because of the perceived ‘hassle’
involved. They cited several aspects of the switching process in relation to the perceived ‘hassle’,
such as: finding out what they had to do to switch service; contacting their current supplier to cancel;
the process of signing up to the new service; trying to avoid any loss of service when they switched
over, and scheduling to be at home for the installation. Participants predominantly associated the
perceived ‘hassle’ with the effort required to switch service, rather than any overt criticism of the
processes put in place by TV platform operators. Moreover, where potential loss of service was cited
as a potential barrier, most were concerned principally with the temporary loss of broadband rather
than TV services.
A few participants also considered being tied to a long-term contract as making switching a potentially
expensive process, where costs could be incurred for breaking contracts and/ or having new
equipment installed (e.g. having a satellite dish or cable connection fitted). Indeed, they often
expressed frustrations at the length of TV provider contracts and actively sought out shorter
agreements.
For some participants, a major hurdle to changing service was the lack of alternatives in their local
area. In particular, a minority of participants could not consider Virgin Media as its network did not
cover their home address.

7.4

Switching between content providers

The vast majority of participants considered changing content providers to be a less onerous and
involved process than switching TV platform operators. By extension, most participants associated
paid content services with lower costs and less long-term and fixed contracts. For example,
participants with SVOD services appreciated the flexibility of rolling monthly contracts compared with
longer-term commitments with TV platform operators. Moreover, several participants with paid VOD
services subscribed to more than one, and had switched previously based on content availability.
Indeed, in the absence of considerations of bundles and packages, content emerged as a key
consideration for the vast majority of participants in their choice of service with access to exclusive
series a key motivation. In addition, several participants, especially younger, accessed SVOD
services through shared accounts and login details without paying for the service directly. As a result,
they were less motivated to switch service given the convenience of acquiring access for free via a
friend or family member.
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For the majority of participants, particularly in the family and older life stages, content providers (free
and paid VOD services) were seen to complement rather than replace pay-TV platforms. Moreover,
such perceptions reflect the general lack of frustration among participants with TV platform providers
that did not offer integrated access to content providers such as Netflix and YouTube. Nonetheless,
several of the younger participants did perceive content providers as offering an alternative to pay-TV
platform operators. In particular, younger participants with more transient lifestyles, such as those
living in shared rental accommodation, favoured the flexibility and relatively low costs of monthly
rolling contracts. Indeed, such participants often used a combination of free, paid, and ‘unofficial’
VOD content providers to top-up viewing of free-to-air TV platform operators such as Freeview or
Freesat.
“Lik e I’ve had mates that would watch a decent TV series on Netflix and then one they’ve
watched that they just end their subscription because there’s nothing else on there they
want to watch.” (Male, 16-17, Cardiff)
“Yes, it’s Netflix got lik e a shared account thing hasn’t it? It’s being paid by one person
but then you can split it off into different accounts. So you just do that and then so yes, I
don’t pay for it but I’ve got my own account.” (Male, 16-17, Cardiff)
“Why change? If you’ve already got it, it’s a hassle to change it. It’s a waste of time.
They advertise it so much as well. Try and buy something on Amazon and they’ll sign
you up to a free subscription or something. Everyone has Netflix already so it’s, yes
there’s no point doing something. They’re virtually identical apart from a few differences
as you said. So why change it unless one’s drastically cheaper than the other. You
might as well just stay with whatever you’ve got. Same going lik e the other way round.
Lik e if you’re already got Amazon why change to Netflix if you’ve already got it.” (Male,
16-17, Cardiff)
“Probably the programmes would be the factor that would sway me to pick ing a
particular provider. Walk ing Dead was what drew me to using Now TV. And that and the
fact that I’m not tied into any contract with them was what made me go with them.” (Male,
30-39, Belfast)
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Appendices
Appendix A: Case Studies
The in-home interviews allowed participants to demonstrate and discuss their current viewing habits
in familiar environments with reference to their own AV devices. In particular, the interviews offered
the chance for participants to ‘show and tell’ how they discovered and found content using their VOD
services.
The selected case studies encompass a variety of TV providers and content services, and place
discovery and navigation in context with broader behaviours and attitudes. Reflecting the
penetrations of TV platform operators in the population, the case studies focus on participants using
Sky, Virgin Media and Freeview as their main providers.
CASE STUDY 1: Henry, 18, Glasgow – Freeview
Henry, 18, is currently studying construction and lives with his mum and sister.
Henry’s main TV service is Freeview, they currently have the standard offer built into the TV set
without any + functions. He doesn’t subscribe to any VOD services and thus the vast majority of
content watched is scheduled. This is a decision based very much on cost.
Any VOD content is accessed through his smartphone where he will primarily use iPlayer or Demand
5 to catch up on soaps or Big Brother if he’s been unable to watch them live or fallen asleep and
missed the end!
If something is no longer available, or the app isn’t working, he will use his smartphone to search and
stream additional content. This also enables him to go to his bedroom and watch what he wants
without being dictated to by the rest of the family.
Henry prefers to watch content via the main TV set and doesn’t think there’s any real comparison to
the viewing experience a TV offers. With only scheduled TV available Henry will navigate through the
EPG, scrolling through to find channels or look for particular programme start times. Although
Freeview provides the ‘main bulk’ of content Henry feels Freeview’s weakness is a lack of channels
and VOD content available like other providers. When there is nothing on live TV it’s then that Henry
will look for other content via his mobile phone.
“Don’t really miss out on content, if I did can just watch it on the internet.”
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For VOD Henry will use broadcaster apps (iPlayer, Demand 5) but finds they can be quite clunky and
don’t always work or load correctly. If they do he’ll go to ‘recent’ first but if not will close the app and
go through internet instead to stream content.
He’ll sometimes use YouTube but finds it can be difficult to find longer content or whole episodes as
they are often broken up into separate sections and not always the next item available.
“Ideally I would lik e to use the services on the TV instead, completely. Saves the
hassle… this [smartphone] is only 6” big.”
In terms of switching Henry doesn’t imagine they’ll subscribe to a platform service as he doesn’t want
to be tied into a contract or have to pay a monthly fee. Instead, having used one at a friend’s, he
would like to purchase a smart TV which he feels provides a wide range of content through catch-up
services without the worry of a lengthy contract and bills.
“There’s no subscription charges, you don’t get any bills come through the door so it’s all
simple. If one week you don’t mak e as much money as last week you’re not losing out.”
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CASE STUDY 2: Katie, 32, Belfast – Freeview
Katie, 32, lives with her parents and young son. She works full time with a utility company after
recently graduating from university.
Katie’s main TV service is Freeview, but she also has Now TV and Netflix to view on-demand content.
Additionally, the household has a set-top box allowing them to view channels from the Republic of
Ireland.
She has several devices for watching content, including a smart TV, Kindle Fire, and laptop. There’s
no DVR in the household, although they have a DVD recorder.
Katie really values VOD services for allowing viewing at a time that suits her. She loves to binge
watch series and rarely has the time or opportunity to view at the time of broadcast.
“I probably don’t watch TV as much as I used to, lik e normal TV. I probably use the Now
TV box more. And then I don’t really get to watch what I want to watch because my son
would tak e over and he would have to watch what he wants to watch. So yes. Definitely
don’t watch as much as I used to.”
“I did that with Break ing Bad [binge watched] and I was lik e oh I’ll just stay up and watch
one more. It was getting ridiculous. I was staying up to lik e three and four in the morning
watching Break ing Bad.”
Katie enjoys the flexibility offered by services such as Now TV and Netflix. Price is a key
consideration for Katie, and neither service entails a long-term contract. She appreciates the wide
variety of series and movies available, which keep her and her son entertained.
“And then we have Netflix as well. It would be more my son uses that. Lik e he loves it
for the cartoons and that sort of thing.”
“Because lik e look ing at subscriptions and stuff it’s not really for me. And lik e the
programmes, lik e Walk ing Dead that’s the only reason really I got the Now TV box…So I
just thought with that I’m not tied into any contract. I can cancel it whenever I want. If
they’re not showing anything I lik e then I can just cancel it.”
Katie prefers watching programmes on a TV set, either through Now TV in the living room or through
the smart TV in her bedroom. The TV set offers a more comfortable viewing experience, although
she has used portable devices to watch content when out of home and her son uses the Kindle to
watch Netflix.
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“I watched, what did I watch on Netflix? Dexter. I watched that on Netflix and then I
think I got fed up about season six so I just left it and then my son tak es over. He
watches it now but he would watch it on the Kindle.”
“Usually I would prefer to watch them through the TV. Sometimes we’d watch them on a
tablet or even sometimes on a phone if I’m out and about but most of the time it’s
through the TV…it’s just that I don’t have to hold it [the TV set] really would be, yes, it’s
easier watching it through the TV.”
Katie will usually have a specific item in mind when she uses on-demand or catch-up services.
However, at other times, she will simply browse with ‘featured’ content and ‘most popular’ sections
proving useful.
She generally finds it easy to find something to watch whether through Now TV or via smart TV apps.
“I’ll have something in mind and then if we’ve watched, sort of up to date on the episodes
… just have a browse for other things. The features or the most popular ones usually
give you.”
“It’s pretty easy to find them [on-demand programmes]. I suppose you can use the
search function or the recommended or the catch-up. And most of the time I’ll probably
choose to watch something based on recommendations from other people. Lik e
Break ing Bad I was sort of coerced into watching that. And the same with Walk ing Dead,
yes.”
Navigating to content can often be a tricky process, with Katie preferring to scroll through menus
rather than using the TV remote to type in items to search for.
Katie prefers using the smart TV to access services like Netflix or YouTube as there are fewer ‘clicks’
and changes of device inputs, with a button on her remote taking her directly to Netflix.
“It’s basically the same I think, yes [finding content on the smart TV versus via the Now
TV box]. The only difference really would be the remote control. Like you have a button
on it and just press YouTube or Netflix. I think it’s a bit easier to navigate than that. You
know you don’t have to press as many buttons to get what you want. Like it’s easier to
navigate the smart TV.”
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“I would search for it or like when I watched Wayward Pines, and there’s this other thing
we’ve started watching as well … They’re usually in ‘most popular’…It’s annoying like
you have to scroll through to get but yes it’ll bring you up. You can search for it that way.
It’s probably on catch-up as well this one. But it’s never in the same order. Like
sometimes it’ll be like the third box along and then other times you’re scrolling right down
to the end to find it.”

CASE STUDY 3: Mary, 55, Cardiff – Virgin Media
Mary is a 55-year-old civil servant who lives with her daughter, who is 9.
She often has to fit TV viewing around her busy work and home life.
Virgin TiVo is Mary’s main TV service, although she also has Netflix and Freeview. She has a 3Denabled smart TV in the living room, with other sets in the kitchen and bedroom, along with a Kindle
Fire tablet.
Given the choice, Mary prefers linear viewing and values the ease of choosing from scheduled
content. However, she often uses Virgin On-Demand and Netflix to fit viewing around other
commitments. Catch-up services are mostly used as a back-up if she misses a programme or hears
about it after broadcast. Despite having TiVo, Mary rarely records programmes and feels it requires
too much planning and effort!
“Yes this is the guide. And I’ll go through this to see what I want to see and maybe put
the, if I think oh yeah I want to see that, maybe I’ll put a reminder on, you k now that
alarm thing on that will switch over to. So I will tend to do this. And I’ll go through this
until I find something I might want to watch. If I don't then I might go onto Netflix.”
“I forget, I forget the facility of recording. With the tennis I think I still haven’t done it
today. I am think ing why haven’t I recorded it? Because when you’re doing the catch up
and stuff of an evening it's selective. You don't see it all. It’s something I haven’t got into
the habit of. And it calls for organisation and it's not my strong point.”
Mary much prefers the big screen experience and comfort of viewing via the main TV. Whilst her
daughter uses the tablet for viewing Netflix, Mary prefers accessing it via the Virgin channel.
However, the smart TV functions and 3D capabilities have rarely been used since the TV was
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purchased. Mary is more familiar with the Virgin interface than the smart TV apps, and doesn’t find
any of the 3D content available to be appealing.
“I don't use them hardly at all [smart TV apps]. Well I don't use it. When I first got the TV
which was last year, I did. But I don't tend to use it at all…novelty value. Again if it was
something my daughter got into then yes because she would use it for things lik e
YouTube and stuff. But she lik es to sit and watch on the Kindle. We don't use it for that
or Amazon or anything.”
“Because you tend to be, when you're watching it on TV you tend to be in a comfortable
if not a tad untidy place. The viewing, the screen, the quality of the picture and
everything tends to be better. So it's just sort of comfort and quality I guess, as
somebody of my age wouldn’t get on maybe a laptop or a tablet, certainly not a
smartphone.”
Mary usually browses TV without a particular programme in mind, and will start by flicking through
channels or scrolling through the EPG. If there’s nothing on linear TV, she’ll usually turn to Netflix or
her Virgin On-Demand services.
Where she’s been watching a particular series or had one recommended, the search facility on Virgin
can prove tricky with the remote control.
“Quite easy [to find something on catch-up & on-demand] except for the search facility because I find
that a faff having to key in individual letters. So I don't tend to use that. So I use either by day or by
genre type functions to find things. But on the whole not too bad.”
As an alternative to typing-in programme names, Mary will frequently browse by genre or channel
brand. However, she’s not convinced by recommendations based on previous viewing habits, and
prefers to hear about programmes from friends and family.
“Because I am often not sure of the full name and whether you've got to match the
search criteria. So I just tend to look by channel or by genre. Yes see it's the going
through all this. It just tak es too long.”
“Most recommendations, I think where do you get that from? No. It’s done by machine
and not by person, you can tell. I don't find it useful at all.”
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CASE STUDY 4: Daniel, 21, Manchester – Virgin Media
Daniel, 21, lives in a house share with friends in Preston and is just about to enter his final year of a
law degree. Outside of term time he lives with his parents and sister in Manchester.
Daniel’s main TV service at home is Virgin Media TiVo with BT Sport and Sky Movies. They also have
a family Netflix account which they share. While at university he is limited to Freeview.
Daniel has various devices for watching content throughout the household with a desktop computer, a
laptop, an Xbox and PS4 as well as four other TVs in bedrooms and the kitchen.
Daniel uses VOD services as a ‘fall back’ to ensure there’s always something there for him to watch.
“I can use it as a fall back if there is nothing else on… so you have always got something
else to watch, so if there is nothing on the guide live you can go to recorded and get
something there that’s good. I don’t k now what I did before that was there.”
Daniel tends to watch more linear TV than VOD due to the ease of scrolling through the EPG and
putting something familiar on, e.g. Friends, Big Bang Theory.
When using VOD services Daniel uses the record function to collate a collection of favourite
programmes and series, there for when there is nothing he wants to watch on live TV. In these
instances he can navigate to ‘my shows’ and choose from the long list of series & shows that have
accumulated.
Catch-up services, such as iPlayer, are used more for specific content. While he will browse the
recorded catalogue catch up is used primarily for missed episodes (EastEnders, Coronation Street) of
programmes that are not set to record but easy to search through iPlayer or TiVo.
“If How I Met Your Mother is on every day and they are series link ed so it records every
day, so if I haven’t got anything else to watch I usually watch that, go into series link .”
“You can watch anything really can’t you? It is always available to you, that is the main
benefit for me if I have missed something, go back and find it quite easily. That is the real
benefit for me.”
Daniel uses his Netflix account across multiple devices and services. He will access Netflix through
the Xbox and PS4 consoles but also through TiVo.
Daniel will usually watch Netflix via the app but will often use the console or laptop should he want to
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search for something due to the difficulty navigating the search functions with a TV remote.
Daniel also uses YouTube on Virgin to listen to music and watch short videos. It’s with this added
VOD options that Daniel thinks Virgin is ahead of Sky.
When the family changed from Sky to Virgin it was done more on the basis of cost, but should he look
into services now VOD would be an important factor.
“I do use it a lot and on demand and catch up and stuff lik e that, I think that Virgin is
better than Sk y for that.”
“It can be quite hard to type especially with Netflix, you have to use the arrows…I don’t
k now why they do it lik e that to be honest.”
Daniel and his family subscribe to both Virgin Media and Netflix, despite having the full movie
package, to watch the exclusive programmes available. With Break ing Bad and Orange is the New
Black exclusive to Netflix Daniel will continue to pay and watch a combination of both. In order to
‘downgrade’ and use only a content service such as Netflix there would need more ‘up-to-date’ film
content available as well as series.
“Mainly for the exclusive things, lik e Break ing Bad, they are not on TiVo so have to watch
them on Netflix.”
“I always find that I only use Netflix for something exclusive lik e Break ing Bad or
something lik e that. I think it has got loads on it but there is nothing that I really want to
watch. There is not much choice, well there is a lot of choice, but nothing good I don’t
think . I heard the American Netflix is better.”
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CASE STUDY 5: Nicola, 32, Leeds – Sky
Nicola, 32, lives with her partner and young daughter.
Nicola’s main TV platform operator is Sky, but she also has Freeview in both her bedroom and her
daughter’s.
Nicola and her partner subscribe to the ‘original’ package with a Sky+ HD box. While Nicola would
rather watch TV live when possible, this allows her to record and, more importantly, access catch-up
services.
Nicola describes herself as a ‘creature of a habit’, and her ‘soaps routine’ reflects this, but on-demand
allows her the option to catch-up on anything missed as well as the flexibility to supplement daytime
TV with more specific content.
“In the morning I lik e to watch Good Morning Britain with a cup of coffee, I don’t watch a
lot during the day as there’s not a lot on. I use catch up during the day.”
“[Best of live] k nowing everyday what’s on at a certain time, k nowing Emmerdale is at 7
and Corrie’s on at half 7…they k eep them all at the same time.”
Nicola subscribed to Sky after her sister recommended the service.
Initially this was for a better Wi-Fi connection, which came free for a year with the bundle, but once
her sister showed her how to use catch-up and how to pause live TV and play programmes she might
have missed she was swayed by this and the number of extra channels available.
“Freeview is just automatic, we wanted Sk y for more channels. There’s nothing (other
than my soaps) on normal channels!”
“If there’s nothing on live TV you can download it [catch-up content] and watch it or go
back and see stuff you’ve missed!”
Nicola rarely records content unless it’s something that isn’t available to her through catch-up. On
these occasions she will record programmes not aired live on Freeview.
Instead Nicola tends to download programmes direct from catch-up, using the schedule she follows
for her soaps and looking by day to make sure they aren’t removed before she’s had a chance to view
them. If she’s caught up on the soaps then she might look in ‘most popular’ to see the best of what’s
been on or search for programmes recommended. The search and browse functions are seen to be
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simple to follow: just click select and view once in the planner.
While Nicola still has Freeview upstairs this is seen as ‘automatic’ and mainly for watching soaps live
if they clash with what her partner is watching. Between them they could be watching something
different in every room of the house.
“It just comes up and you press select, select, select again and it plays.”
Nicola prefers to watch TV via the main set in the front room with Sky but her partner is in charge of
the remote so she and her daughter will often watch their shows through Freeview in their rooms, or
the iPad or laptop. The laptop is quite ‘clunky’ so she prefers the iPad but this is often hidden in her
daughter’s room.
The catch-up apps are quicker to access but take up too much storage space on devices so they will
search through Google or safari to watch iPlayer, etc. The tablet wasn’t initially bought for viewing
content, but that’s now all her young daughter uses it for…also catching up on Emmerdale and
CBBC!
These internet enabled devices are also used to stream ‘unofficial’ content. Nicola and her family will
watch films by searching on Google or YouTube. Nicola doesn’t see the need to pay for Netflix for
example when so much content is already readily available for free.
“That wouldn’t mak e me want to subscribe if I can get it for free anyway.”
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CASE STUDY 6: Liam, 17, Cardiff – Sky
Liam, 17, lives with his family and has just finished his first year of college. At the weekend he works
in the local supermarket’s café.
Liam’s main TV service is Sky and the family’s subscription includes HD+ as well as both sport and
movie packages. Within the household they have Freeview in the upstairs bedrooms as well as
subscriptions to Amazon Prime Instant Video and Netflix.
Liam tends to watch most TV in his own room via Sky Go, Netflix or Amazon Prime on his games
console. He will rarely sit down to watch any lengthy content downstairs unless it is a live event.
Liam relies heavily on on-demand to watch programmes and to catch up with series. Sky+ and Sky
Go in particular allow him the freedom to watch programmes in his own space and at a time that suits
him.
“I do rely on on-demand a lot, look ing at my [pre-task viewing] diary it’s all Amazon
Prime, Sk y+, Sk y Go and 5 on demand so I noticed how much I use it!”
“I don’t watch the TV down here so I’ll go on my planner, there’s loads of my stuff on
there but if there’s only a few things I can watch on demand [on Netflix].”
Liam and his family subscribe to Sky for both the content and usability of the interface. In his opinion
Sky is the market leader; with so many channels included in their subscription Liam sees Sky as
surpassing Freeview while the simplicity and familiarity of the guide and service makes it superior to
Virgin Media.
“I love Sk y! I can watch all my football and all my shows on it. It’s much better than
Freeview.”
“It look s simpler to Virgin…my auntie has Virgin Media and it’s more difficult. When you
have this for a year you get used to the numbers and you can put them in and get your
channels whereas Virgin is completely different to that.”
With subscriptions to Sky (Sky Go), Netflix and Amazon Prime Instant they serve to provide a wider
mix of on-demand content, accessed predominately in Liam’s room via his games console on the
larger screen.
Liam’s preference is for Netflix for the exclusive content provided. However, the movies are only
‘newish’ and he feels the service is not as good as the US version.
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With Amazon Prime although he is interested in the content and watches series he becomes
frustrated by additional costs not included in the subscription fee. Also, as with Sky, not all series are
offered. Only one or two might be offered making him feel as though he has to look elsewhere and
stream online.
“I watch the first series then the next two I’ll have to find a streaming website.”
“They don’t have everything, American Netflix has lik e three times as much as our one.”
When searching for content on Sky Liam will set upcoming shows to record for later or if it’s a series
he is following he will set a series link to ensure he doesn’t miss an episode or have to go searching
for it. Liam finds he has better control of the Sky planner and can navigate amongst only the shows or
content he wants to watch.
For Netflix the searches are much more specific, based on either the shows recommended by friends
or through the new releases. In many cases he will type the show into the search box and avoid
sifting through content.
“It’s basically if there’s something that catches my eye then I’ll watch it…when you go on
there are new releases. I normally have stuff recommended to me by friends lik e
Break ing Bad.”
“I search by tying in, I have a clear idea of what I want to watch, if you type it in it comes
up straight away.”
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CASE STUDY 7: Bobby, 59, Belfast – Sky
Bobby, 59, lives with his wife and the youngest of his four sons. He works full time at a manufacturing
company as a maintenance supervisor.
Bobby’s main TV platform operator is Sky, which he watches on his 3D smart TV. He is confident
using the apps on the TV and will often use broadcaster apps to watch catch-up content. Bobby also
has Apple TV, but this is rarely used for watching content and mostly for family photos.
They also have a Kindle, tablet and a DVD recorder, although having switched to Sky+ the latter goes
unused.
Bobby prefers to watch live TV however on demand and particularly the recording function allows him
to watch TV around his own schedule and to ‘binge’ watch his favourite shows.
“The recorder is the handiest thing I’ve ever seen, never used DVD recorder as have
Sky+ and the recorder.”
“[Live] is easier and it would be instant whereas on demand would be something specific
I would want to watch.”
Bobby switched to Sky after being approached by a sales person and offered a deal on a full service
bundle. The drivers behind the decision, other than the costs involved, were the internet, Sky+ and 3D
features – more so than the content.
“When got Sky was more about internet and Sky+ than content, family package wouldn’t
be much different than what’s on Freeview.”
“I’ve heard them [friends] talking about it – they do talk about Sky+. Recording is a major
factor with anyone I work with. That would be the major draw for Sky with them, see that
as a major plus.”
In terms of considering other providers a neighbour once told him that Virgin Media was not available
down his street and unlike with other providers (such as BT or TalkTalk) they don’t send any sales
information or brochures and so he never pursued it.
BT does sometimes send information on offers but he sees little reason to change, and even though
his Sky bill can increase, he sees changing as a chore or a hassle.
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“I’m a creature of habit – if I’ve signed up to something, call it laziness if you want, it’s the
hassle of doing it. I tend to let things run.”
“We used to be with BT with telephone every now and then would get [sales] content on
offers from BT Sport and various things as well from TalkTalk but at minute I don’t see
any reason to change though it [cost] can creep up.”
Bobby feels he watches live content over on demand. Typically the TV will stay on all day and once
home from work Bobby will ‘channel hop’ and browse programmes or keep it on for ‘background’
noise.
On demand is for much more specific viewing and demands full attention as opposed to just passive
viewing.
“When I have to focus on something on iPlayer or on demand, I tended to watch the
programme, if TV is on you’re not really watching unless it’s something that really
captures you and interests you.”
“TV could be on all day and all night but I could only watch a few programmes.”
When navigating on demand Bobby uses the apps on his smart TV as well as Sky. However, while
both are easy to navigate and search for content, Bobby prefers to use the smart TV in order to watch
catch up because it takes much longer to download the content from Sky opposed to streaming it
through the iPlayer smart TV app.
When not using the catch-up apps on either TV platform Bobby will record shows and series. This
gives him the option to watch at his own leisure, skip adverts and watch a whole series back-to-back
should he wish. This aspect is what he sees as the real benefit of on demand and with Sky Go
remains a key factor as to why he remains a Sky customer.
“The Sky+ box was a major factor that you’re able to instantly record even from work,
anywhere you’re using your phone if you have forgot to set it at home.”
“Maybe won’t actually watch them [recorded programmes] but might go on one night and
have a look – if specific like Champions League will come home and sit down to watch it
in peace and quiet!”
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Appendix B: Workshop groups discussion guide
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES – keep these in mind
•
•
•
•
•

To understand which TV service providers people use for watching television and how people
access linear and VOD services
To explore in detail the motivations for watching VOD content vs linear content
To understand motivations for watching VOD content on different devices
To understand which specific content providers people use, how they access them and why
they make those choices
To understand what causes viewers to switch from a contractual relationship with one platform
provider to another, and from one content provider to another

1/ Introduction to the session (5 mins)
•

Arrival and registration

•

While waiting, all complete audit of tech devices/screens in their home – to collect useful
contextual information, which is easily recalled, before the session begins and help prepare
participants for the session. (This allows the pre-task to capture more behavioural and
attitudinal information.)

•

Welcome and introduction, establish the house rules
o Speak openly and honestly

o Opinion, no right/wrong answers
o

Confidential

o

Recording/viewing, speak one at a time, mobiles off

o

2 hours’ duration

o

Any questions

2/ Warm-up and reflections on the pre task (20 mins)
Introductions and ice-breaking discussion, drawing on pre-task viewing diary and tech audit
questionnaire to heighten participants’ awareness of their current habits and viewing options
•

Introductions in pairs – I’d like us to learn something about each other in pairs and then
introduce one another to the group – first name, family/home occupation

•

Brief warm-up discussion about TV drawing on pre-task –
o Favourite thing on TV at moment, and why
o

•

What was noticed in viewing diary, what surprised them

Check around the group for services and devices for watching TV [drawing on tech audit
questionnaire]
o

Number of TVs and where in home, other devices for watching content

o

Services/subscriptions, how use each and their different roles
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•

Mapping exercise
o Note: Using brands/names/descriptors on cards – to introduce the array of providers
and encourage participants to think about the structure of the TV landscape
o

•

Working as a group, participants to sort cards into similar groups and to feedback on
categories

‘TV landscape stimulus board’ – as a follow-up to the mapping, to ensure everyone
understands the terms and facets we’re about to explore [terms won’t be imposed on
participants, but allows them to make sense of questions/tasks]

3/ Understanding TV service providers (20 mins)
Exploring participants’ perceptions of TV service providers, how they are using them, and the factors
influencing their choice of provider. Principal focus at this stage on TV set viewing
•

Recap on what’s meant by ‘TV service providers’ and establish who has each service (probe
around packages – e.g. premium channels, DVR services, etc.)

•

Automatic writing task – participants asked to write about their platform provider continuously
for 3 minutes to help uncover underlying perceptions
“I would now like you to do a free association exercise. There are no right or wrong answers I
just want you to write anything that comes to your mind when you think about your TV platform
provider. I will now give you 3 minutes. Don’t stop writing, just keep going and see where your
mind takes you!”

•

•

Explore platform providers used, in turn
o

Why have this provider, how use, strengths and weaknesses [referencing pre task]

o

Explore comparative role of providers where have more than one (e.g. Freeview &
Virgin Media) – why have this combination

Explore reasons for getting/using platform provider, such as:
o

Quality criteria: e.g. content availability, navigation ease, speed, availability of VOD
content/services, etc.

o

Opportunistic criteria: e.g. price/special offer, bundle, content lure, etc.

•

Any others used in the past, which providers, why, why dormant/abandoned

•

How access VOD via a TV set, if at all…
o

Explore how access VOD on television (e.g. via app, EPG, title search, genre/category
browsing, etc.)

o

How service providers compare

4/ Exploring VOD versus linear viewing motivations and behaviour (15 mins)
Examining participants’ motivations and behaviours for linear and non-linear viewing. Non-linear
viewing encompasses consideration of VOD and time-shifted viewing. Top-level exploration at this
stage before investigating the role of devices in the next section.
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•

•

•

Each participant – ask proportion of time spent on linear (scheduled TV), versus non-linear
(VOD OR recorded); then ask within non-linear what the split is between VOD (including
free/catch-up and SVOD), and recorded (DVR)
o

Participants to refer to pre-task viewing diary

o

Probe if claim that non-linear dominates – are they focusing on active viewing
decisions?

Reflections on deprivation exercise from pre-task
o

[NOTE: Those undertaking the VOD deprivation task were allowed to view anything they
had previously recorded from scheduled TV, where relevant]

o

Identify participants who completed ‘linear’ or ‘VOD’ deprivations and, taking each in
turn:


What missed most/ least? What did they do differently?



Anything that surprised them? Anything noticed about their current habits?



Which would they rather have done without (linear or VOD) and why?



More probing around heavy VOD users who undertook the VOD deprivation

Team activity – best & worst aspects of different types of viewing
o

Split participants into 3 groups

o

Working together to come up with the best and worst aspects of:


•

Linear (scheduled TV); recorded (DVR); free VOD (e.g. catch-up, YouTube); and
subscription VOD (e.g. Netflix, Amazon Prime)

o

Each team to report back on the best and worst aspects of each category

o

Explore issues surrounding storage limits on DVRs…how does this impact usage
alongside VOD?

Which platforms used, when, why
o What are the VOD situations

•

o

What is the hierarchy of VOD and linear and recorded

o

Any differences between VOD and SVOD (e.g. payment changes perception of the
service and how it is used)

o

What are the drivers and benefits of VOD viewing (e.g. need-state/mood,
content/genre, functionality, etc.)

How do TV service providers (e.g. Sky, Virgin, BT TV, TalkTalk) compare for VOD
o

Do behaviours and attitudes link VOD/catch-up with specific platform providers, if so in
what way (e.g. types of content viewed using different platforms and service providers)

5/ Understanding motivations for watching VOD content on different devices (15 mins)
Discussion around the different devices used to consume linear and non-linear content, unpicking
the motivations for accessing VOD content on various devices
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•

Which devices do thy use for watching AV content – short from and long form (e.g. TV set,
Smart TV, tablet, smartphone, games console, laptop, desktop, etc.)

•

Which devices, other than the TV, do they use for watching linear

•

•

•

o

Who use for linear service on that/those devices (e.g. Freesat, Freeview, Sky, Virgin)

o

If pay for linear TV, who provides the content viewed, does it include/go beyond the TV
service provider

Which devices use for watching VOD
o

Who use for VOD content on that/those devices

o

If pay for VOD (SVOD), who provides the content viewed

How does linear vs VOD viewing behaviour compare in relation to devices/screens
o

What drives the decisions, why choose to view on various devices (e.g. ease and
convenience, genre, content availability/perception)

o

If not viewing VOD via TV sets, why not? Availability? Preference for other devices?

o

Does the device dictate the service used, whether by default or decision – are devices
vs TV service providers perceived as distinct, or is the device in effect a proxy for the
platform provider

o

Are the same devices used for VOD as for linear, are any other devices used for VOD
(e.g. games console, secondary TV, smart device), what/why

o

Explore out-of-home viewing (long form, short form, genre, etc.)

What role did watching TV content play in acquiring these devices (tablet, smartphone, laptop,
etc.)

6/ Understanding content provider choices and behaviour (20 mins)
Discussion progresses to exploration of specific VOD content providers, and participants’
associations between different services and devices
•

•

Individual questionnaire: devices and content providers
o

Before progressing to group discussion, invite participants to complete individual
questionnaires

o

Questionnaire captures devices most associated with content providers; devices used
most often for content providers; and device they would most prefer to access each
content provider on

Which content providers used for watching VOD
o

e.g. BBC iPlayer, ITV Player, All 4, Demand Five, Netflix, Amazon Prime, YouTube

o

How does use vary across providers, what drives this (e.g. content/genre, browsing vs
searching, functionality, location, time of day/week)

o

Explore in-home vs out-of-home

o

If not using content provider, why not, any barriers [not available via platform provider,
unaware of how to access]
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o
•

How do they choose what to watch on these services? Probe around discoverability,
searching & browsing

How are VOD services accessed – i.e. devices and TV service providers used
o

e.g. smart TV functionality, STB from TV provider (e.g. Sky, Virgin, BT, Talk Talk), games
console, dongle (e.g. Chromecast)


o
•

•

When via a TV, how exactly are they accessed? Smart TV apps or through TV
service provider on-demand?

 How do the experiences compare? Navigation, speed, etc.?
For each: probe device used, platform provider

What is the role of the device in this behaviour and decision
o

If multiple devices used (e.g. main screen and a secondary device), why and how does
that work

o

When at home, do they view VOD mainly via TV set or other device(s)

o

How does VOD compare on main TV set vs other devices, which is used most, why

o

Does that vary across the family/household, how and why

Any other services used to watch TV (series) and films that we haven’t covered?
o

Probe around the use of unofficial services

o

Motivations for using unofficial services?

o

If Netflix and Sky Go used, what’s the subscription status? Shared with others? Use of
non-UK versions?

7/ Understanding contractual switching between TV service providers, and between content
providers (20 mins)
Exploring why people choose to switch between TV service providers and between content providers.
Discussion founded on consideration of what participants want from TV service providers and
content providers.
a. What people want from a TV service
• In two teams, devise and pitch your ideal TV service –
o Note: This helps uncover the salient points that consumers want and provides a prelude
to this final section on switching
o Thinking about what they’ve discussed so far (e.g. TV service providers, content
providers and devices) invite teams to come up with their ideal TV service
o Each team to feedback, and ensure that the role of VOD is probed around
o What is the relative importance of the features of their ideal packages/services?
•

What do they want from a platform provider?

•

What do they want from a content provider?

•

If have multiple subscriptions, why
o

Explore why multiple platform provider subscriptions

o

Explore why multiple content provider subscriptions
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o

Explore why have both platform and content provider subscriptions (e.g.
complementary, addressing limitations in one, trailing/transitioning, functionality/ease
of use, lure of specific content)
b. Understanding motivations for switching
Switching between TV service providers
•
•
•
•
•

Refer participants to the final section of pre task
What were the main reasons for your choice of TV platform provider
Have you switched TV platform provider recently and, if so, why?
o Limitations of previous service?
o What did new service offer?
Has anyone given up a pay TV platform and not replaced it with another? If so, why?
Anyone currently considering switching TV platform provider?
o If so, probe around motivations for potential switch

Switching between content providers [i.e. contractual relationship – paid content]
•

•
•
•

Have you recently switched or subscribed to a TV content provider (e.g. Netflix, Amazon Prime]
recently and, if so, why?
o Limitations of previous service?
o What did new service offer?
o [Note any mentions of VOD & its role in people’s decisions]
Has anyone given up a TV content provider and not replaced it with another? If so, why? Is
anyone considering doing this?
Anyone currently considering switching TV content provider?
o If so, probe around motivations for potential switch
Explore where subscription with one content provider has been used to replace another (e.g.
Netflix used to replace Sky Movies, iTunes, etc.)

8/ Wrapping up (5 mins)
•

(Optional, time permitting) if you were in charge of setting the rules, what would you put in
place to ensure consumer choice

•

Capture final comments

•

Disclose Ofcom

•

Thank and close
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Appendix C: In-depth interviews discussion guide
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES – keep these in mind
•
•
•
•
•

To understand which platform providers people use for watching television and how people
access linear and VOD services
To explore in detail the motivations for watching VOD content vs linear content
To understand motivations for watching VOD content on different devices
To understand which specific content providers people use, how they access them and why
they make those choices
To understand what causes viewers to switch from a contractual relationship with one platform
provider to another, and from one content provider to another

In-depth interview approach
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interview of up to 1 hour
Focus on participants demonstrating, discussing and reflecting upon key behaviours related to
the overarching objectives above
Conducted in participants’ homes in a room where their main TV platform provider can be
accessed
Participants to have other portable viewing devices at hand, where relevant
Interviewers to take photographs to chronicle the platforms, services, and devices used
At each stage, participants invited to ‘show and tell’, illustrating points with reference to their
actual devices and services used
Interviewers to capture 2-3 filmed responses at end of interview to help bring findings to life

1/ Introduction to the session (5 mins)
Welcome and introduction
o

Welcome to the research

o Introduce interviewer, Kantar Media
o

Explain audio recording, photography and filming

o

Explain possible uses of photographs & short film clips – refer to AV dissemination
waiver form

o

Incentive provided at end of interview

o

No right or wrong answers, open and honest discussion around their habits

o

Duration of around one hour

o

Will be asking them to demonstrate and discuss how they watch TV

o Any questions?
Ask participant to complete audit of tech devices/screens questionnaire
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2/ Warm-up and reflections on the pre task (5 mins)
Introduction and ice-breaking discussion, drawing on pre-task viewing diary and tech audit
questionnaire to heighten participants’ awareness of their current habits and viewing options
Introduction – first name, family/home occupation
Brief warm-up discussion about TV drawing on pre-task –
o

Favourite thing on TV at moment, and why

o

What was noticed in viewing diary, what surprised them

Services and devices for watching TV [drawing on tech audit questionnaire]
o

o

Number of TVs and where in home, other devices for watching content
Services/subscriptions, how use each and their different roles

‘TV landscape stimulus board’ – briefly introduce the various terms that will be used during the
interview. Board can be referenced throughout as required
3/ Understanding platform providers (10 mins)
Exploring participants’ perceptions of TV platform providers, how they are using them, and the
factors influencing their choice of provider. Principal focus at this stage on TV set viewing
Recap on what’s meant by ‘platform providers’
What TV platform provider(s) do you use?
o

Probe around packages – e.g. premium channels, DVR services, etc.

o

*Participants to show how they access service through the TV set*

Explore platform providers used, in turn
o

Why have this provider, how use, strengths and weaknesses [referencing pre task]

o *Participants to demonstrate the strengths and weaknesses*
o

Explore comparative role of providers where have more than one (e.g. Freeview &
Virgin Media) – why have this combination

Explore reasons for getting/using platform provider, such as:
o

Quality criteria: e.g. content availability, navigation ease, speed, availability of VOD
content/services, etc.

o

Opportunistic criteria: e.g. price/special offer, bundle, content lure, etc.

Any others used in the past, which providers, why, why dormant/abandoned
How access VOD via a TV set, if at all…
o

*Participants to demonstrate how they access VOD via TV set*

o

Explore how access VOD on television (e.g. via app, EPG, title search, genre/category
browsing, etc.)

o

How service providers compare; how think they compare
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4/ Exploring VOD versus linear viewing motivations and behaviour (10 mins)
Examining participants’ motivations and behaviours for linear and non-linear viewing. Non-linear
viewing encompasses consideration of VOD and time-shifted viewing. Top-level exploration at this
stage before investigating the role of devices in the next section.
•

Ask proportion of time spent on linear (scheduled TV), VOD (including free/catch-up and SVOD),
and recorded (DVR)

•

Reflections on deprivation exercise from pre-task
o Identify if participant completed ‘linear’ or ‘VOD’ deprivation and explore:

•

•



What missed most/ least? What did they do differently?



Anything that surprised them? Anything noticed about their current habits?



Which would they rather have done without (linear or VOD) and why?

Best & worst aspects of different types of viewing
o

Linear (scheduled TV); recorded (DVR); free VOD (e.g. catch-up, YouTube); and
subscription VOD (e.g. Netflix, Amazon Prime)

o

*Ask participants to demonstrate best & worst aspects using their own devices* – e.g. if
like recommendations on Netflix ask them to show what they are; if like being able to
record programmes to watch later, ask them to demonstrate with reference to their
planners, etc.

Which platforms used, when, why
o What are the VOD situations
o

What is the hierarchy of VOD and linear and recorded

o

Any differences between VOD and SVOD (e.g. payment changes perception of the
service and how it is used)

o

What are the drivers and benefits of VOD viewing (e.g. need-state/mood,
content/genre, functionality, etc.)

5/ Understanding motivations for watching VOD content on different devices (10 mins)
Discussion around the different devices used to consume linear and non-linear content, unpicking
the motivations for accessing VOD content on various devices
•

Which devices do thy use for watching AV content – short from and long form (e.g. TV set,
Smart TV, tablet, smartphone, games console, laptop, desktop, etc.)

•

Favourite device and why? *Ask participant to showcase device and its role in viewing TV
content*

•

Which devices, other than the TV, do they use for watching linear – *participant to show how
they are used*
o

Who use for linear service on that/those devices (e.g. Freesat, Freeview, Sky, Virgin)

o

If pay for linear TV, who provides the content viewed, does it include/go beyond the TV
service provider
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•

•

•

Which devices use for watching VOD – *participant to show how they are used*
o

Who use for VOD content on that/those devices

o

If pay for VOD (SVOD), who provides the content viewed

How does linear vs VOD viewing behaviour compare in relation to devices/screens
o

What drives the decisions, why choose to view on various devices (e.g. ease and
convenience, genre, content availability/perception)

o

Does the device dictate the service used, whether by default or decision – are devices
vs platform providers perceived as distinct, or is the device in effect a proxy for the
platform provider

o

Are the same devices used for VOD as for linear, are any other devices used for VOD
(e.g. games console, secondary TV, smart device), what/why

o

Explore out-of-home viewing (long form, short form, genre, etc.)

What role did watching TV content play in acquiring these devices (tablet, smartphone, laptop,
etc.)

6/ Understanding content provider choices and behaviour (10 mins)
Discussion progresses to exploration of specific VOD content providers, and participants’
associations between different services and devices
•

Individual questionnaire: devices and content providers
o

•

•

Which content providers used for watching VOD
o

e.g. BBC iPlayer, ITV Player, All 4, Demand Five, Netflix, Amazon Prime, YouTube

o

How does use vary across providers, what drives this (e.g. content/genre, browsing vs
searching, functionality, location, time of day/week)

o

Explore in-home vs out-of-home

o

If not using content provider, why not, any barriers [not available via platform provider,
unaware of how to access]

How are VOD services accessed – i.e. devices and platform providers used
o
o

•

Invite participant to complete questionnaire

e.g. smart TV functionality, STB from TV provider (e.g. Sky, Virgin, BT, Talk Talk), games
console, dongle (e.g. Chromecast)
For each: probe device used, platform provider

What is the role of the device in this behaviour and decision
o

If multiple devices used (e.g. main screen and a secondary device), why and how does
that work

o

When at home, do they view VOD mainly via TV set or other device(s)

o

How does VOD compare on main TV set vs other devices, which is used most, why

o

Does that vary across the family/household, how and why
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7/ Understanding contractual switching between platform providers, and between content
providers (10 mins)
Exploring why people choose to switch between platform providers and between content providers.
Discussion founded on consideration of what participants want from platform providers and content
providers
c. What people want from a TV service
• What do they want from a platform provider?
•

What do they want from a content provider?

•

If have multiple subscriptions, why
o

Explore why multiple platform provider subscriptions

o

Explore why multiple content provider subscriptions

o

Explore why have both platform and content provider subscriptions (e.g.
complementary, addressing limitations in one, trailing/transitioning, functionality/ease
of use, lure of specific content)
d. Understanding motivations for switching
Switching between platform providers
•
•
•
•
•

Refer participants to the final section of pre task
What were the main reasons for your choice of TV platform provider
Have you switched TV platform provider recently and, if so, why?
o Limitations of previous service?
o What did new service offer?
Has anyone given up a pay TV platform and not replaced it with another? If so, why?
Anyone currently considering switching TV platform provider?
o If so, probe around motivations for potential switch

Switching between content providers [i.e. contractual relationship – paid content]
•

•
•
•

Have you recently switched or subscribed to a TV content provider (e.g. Netflix, Amazon Prime]
recently and, if so, why?
o Limitations of previous service?
o What did new service offer?
o [Note any mentions of VOD & its role in people’s decisions]
Has anyone given up a TV content provider and not replaced it with another? If so, why? Is
anyone considering doing this?
Anyone currently considering switching TV content provider?
o If so, probe around motivations for potential switch
Explore where subscription with one content provider has been used to replace another (e.g.
Netflix used to replace Sky Movies, iTunes, etc.)
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8/ Wrapping up (5 mins)
•

‘Vox pop’ questions – capture any key findings emerging from the interview, along with asking…
o

Do you prefer watching programmes on linear TV or via on-demand services? Please
explain your answer.

o

How important or unimportant is the availability of video on-demand services in your
choice of TV platform provider?

o

Would you prefer to watch video on-demand services through a TV set or another
device? Please explain why.

o

How easy or difficult is it to find video-on-demand programmes through your TV
platform provider?

•

Disclose Ofcom

•

Issue incentive

•

Thank and close
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Appendix D: Workshop groups recruitment screener questionnaire
Q1. First of all, do you or any of your family members or close friends work in any of the following
occupations?
Market research
1 CLOSE
TV/ broadcasting
2 CLOSE
Radio
3 CLOSE
Journalism
4 CLOSE
None of these
5 GO TO Q2
IF YES TO ANY OF CODES 1-4 CLOSE INTERVIEW
Q2. Have you ever taken part in a market research interview or group discussion, either online or in
person?
Yes
1 ASK Q3
No
2 GO TO Q5
Q3. When did you last take part in a market research interview or group discussion, either online or
in person?
In the last 6 months
1 ASK Q4
Longer ago than 6 months
2 GO TO Q5
Q4. What was the market research about?

IF SUBJECT SIMILAR TO THIS STUDY, CLOSE
Q5. Which one of the following best describes your attitude to technology?
I love technology and like to have all the latest gadgets. People
1
tend to ask my advice on what to get.
REFER TO QUOTAS
I like new technology, but tend to wait until it’s been tested by
2
[1=High; 2=Mid; 3=Low]
others or recommended before getting it myself
New technology doesn’t really interest me
3
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Q6. Which of the following TV platform providers do you currently have at home on any TV set?
Any Freeview (through a set top box or built into a TV set) 1
Any Freesat (Satellite TV without a monthly subscription)
2
Any Sky (Satellite TV for a monthly subscription)
3
ENSURE MIX OF TV SERVICES
Any Virgin Media (Cable TV)
4
Any BT TV
5
Any TalkTalk or other digital TV via broadband
6
Any EE TV
7
Other (Please specify)
8
Don’t have any TV platform provider at home on any TV 9
CLOSE
set
Don’t know
10
CLOSE
Q7. Are you involved in the decision about which TV services you have in your household?
Yes – solely responsible for the decision
1
Yes – jointly responsible for the decision
2
No – not responsible for the decision
3
Q8. Do you use TV recorders/ DVRs to watch TV content?
Please select all that apply
Sky +
V + / Virgin TiVo
BT Vision + / YouView + from BT
TalkTalk + / YouView + from TalkTalk
Freeview +
Freesat +
YouView + box bought from a retailer (without a BT or TalkTalk subscription)
Other (Please specify)
None of these

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Q9. Do you ever watch catch-up or video on-demand services nowadays? This could include catch-up
services such as BBC iPlayer and ITV Player, free on-demand services such as YouTube, or subscription
on-demand services like Netflix and Amazon Prime Instant Video.
Yes
No
Don’t know

1 ASK Q10
2 CLOSE
3 ASK Q10
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Q10. Which of the following services do you use to stream/download TV programmes or films
regularly? By regularly we mean at least once a week.
Please select all that apply
BBC iPlayer
1
ITV Player
2
All 4 / 4oD
3
Demand 5
4
Sky On Demand or Sky GO
5
Virgin TV On Demand / Virgin TV Anywhere
6
TalkTalk TV On Demand
7
BT TV On Demand
8
Now TV
9
iTunes
10
Google Play
11
YouTube
12
Netflix
13
Amazon Prime Instant Video
14
Blinkbox
15
Other streaming website (please specify)
16
None
17
ASK ALL
Q11. Which of the following devices do you (a) own, and which do you (b) use to watch TV and / or
related content nowadays?
b. Use to watch TV
DEVICE
a. Own
and/or related
content
Desktop computer
1
1
Laptop computer
2
2
ENSURE A
Tablet computer (e.g. iPad, Kindle Fire)
3
3
MIX
OF
Games console
4
4
DEVICES
Smartphone
5
5
OWNED &
Smart TV (which can be directly connected to
6
6
USED
the internet without any other device, also
known as Connected TV or IPTV)
TV set (i.e. not a Smart TV)

7

7

Q12. Have you switched TV platform provider in the last 3 years? By ‘platform provider’ we mean
free-to-air TV services like Freeview & Freesat, and pay TV services like Sky, Virgin Media, BT TV, and
TalkTalk?
Yes
No
Don’t know

1
2
3

REFER TO QUOTAS
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Q13. And which TV platform provider did you switch from and which did you switch to?
Switched FROM

Switched TO

Q14. And are you currently considering switching TV platform provider in the near future? By
‘platform provider’ we mean free-to-air TV services like Freeview & Freesat, and pay TV services like
Sky, Virgin Media, BT TV, and TalkTalk?
Yes
No
Don’t know

1
2
3

REFER TO QUOTAS

Q15. Which TV platform provider are you considering switching from and which are you considering
switching to?
Considering switching FROM
Considering switching TO

DEMOGRAPHICS
Q16. GENDER
Male
Female

1
2

REFER TO QUOTAS

Q17. AGE
Write exact age and code below to ensure quotas met.
16 – 17
18 – 20
21 – 24
25 – 29
30 – 34
35 – 54
55+

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

REFER TO QUOTAS
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Q18. LIFESTAGE
Which of the following best describes your current life stage?
I live with my parent(s) / guardian(s)
I live in a shared house with friends or flatmates
I live alone and don’t have any children
I live with my spouse/partner and we don’t have any children
I am a parent and live with my child/ren aged between 2 and 10
years old
I am a parent and live with my child/ren aged 11 and over
I am a parent and have children aged between 2 – 10 AND 11 - 15
I live with my spouse/partner and our child(ren) has/have left
home
I live alone and my child(ren) has/have left home
LOCATION CATEGORY
Q19. Where do you currently live?
PROBE TO IDENTIFY URBAN, SUBURBAN, RURAL
URBAN
SUBURBAN
RURAL

1
2
3
4
5

REFER TO QUOTAS

6
7
8
9

1
2
3

REFER TO QUOTAS

OCCUPATION
Q20. What is the occupation of the main income earner in your household? That is, the person with
the largest income, whether from employment, benefits, investments or any other source.
RECORD VERBATIM RESPONSE(S)
If required PROBE for: Position/rank/grade; industry/type of company;
qualifications/degree/apprenticeship; number of staff responsible for, etc.
A
1
B
2
REFER TO QUOTAS
C1
3
C2
4
D
5
E
6
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ETHNICITY
Q21. How would you describe yourself?
Aim to be inclusive of minority ethnic groups, reflecting the make-up of each location.
WHITE
British
1
Irish
Other white background
MIXED
White and Black Caribbean
2
White and Black African
White and Asian
Any other mixed background
AIM FOR REFLECTIVE
ASIAN
SPREAD FOR EACH
Indian
FIELDWORK LOCATION
Pakistani
3
Bangladeshi
Any other Asian background
BLACK OR BLACK BRITISH
Caribbean
4
African
Any other black background
CHINESE OR OTHER ASIAN
Chinese
5
Any other background
6
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Appendix E: In-depth interviews recruitment screener
questionnaire
Q1. First of all, do you or any of your family members or close friends work in any of the following
occupations?
Market research
TV/ broadcasting
Radio
Journalism
None of these
IF YES TO ANY OF CODES 1-4 CLOSE INTERVIEW

1
2
3
4
5

CLOSE
CLOSE
CLOSE
CLOSE
GO TO Q2

Q2. Have you ever taken part in a market research interview or group discussion, either online or in
person?
Yes
1 ASK Q3
No
2 GO TO Q5
Q3. When did you last take part in a market research interview or group discussion, either online or
in person?
In the last 6 months
1 ASK Q4
Longer ago than 6 months
2 GO TO Q5
Q4. What was the market research about?

IF SUBJECT SIMILAR TO THIS STUDY, CLOSE
Q5. Which one of the following best describes your attitude to technology?
I love technology and like to have all the latest gadgets. People
1
tend to ask my advice on what to get.
REFER TO QUOTAS
I like new technology, but tend to wait until it’s been tested by
2
[1=High; 2=Mid; 3=Low]
others or recommended before getting it myself
New technology doesn’t really interest me
3
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Q6. Which of the following TV platform providers do you currently have at home on any TV set?
Any Freeview (through a set top box or built into a TV set) 1
Any Freesat (Satellite TV without a monthly subscription)
2
Any Sky (Satellite TV for a monthly subscription)
3
ENSURE MIX OF TV SERVICES
Any Virgin Media (Cable TV)
4
Any BT TV
5
Any TalkTalk or other digital TV via broadband
6
Any EE TV
7
Other (Please specify)
8
Don’t have any TV platform provider at home on any TV
9
CLOSE
set
Don’t know
10
CLOSE
Q7. Are you involved in the decision about which TV services you have in your household?
Yes – solely responsible for the decision
1
Yes – jointly responsible for the decision
2
No – not responsible for the decision
3
Q8. Do you use TV recorders/ DVRs to watch TV content?
Please select all that apply
Sky +
V + / Virgin TiVo
BT Vision + / YouView + from BT
TalkTalk + / YouView + from TalkTalk
Freeview +
Freesat +
YouView + box bought from a retailer (without a BT or TalkTalk subscription)
Other (Please specify)
None of these

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Q9. Do you ever watch catch-up or video on-demand services nowadays? This could include catch-up
services such as BBC iPlayer and ITV Player, free on-demand services such as YouTube, or subscription
on-demand services like Netflix and Amazon Prime Instant Video.
Yes
No
Don’t know

1 ASK Q10
2 CLOSE
3 ASK Q10
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Q10. Which of the following services do you use to stream/download TV programmes or films
regularly? By regularly we mean at least once a week.
Please select all that apply
BBC iPlayer
1
ITV Player
2
All 4 / 4oD
3
Demand 5
4
Sky On Demand or Sky GO
5
Virgin TV On Demand / Virgin TV Anywhere
6
TalkTalk TV On Demand
7
BT TV On Demand
8
Now TV
9
iTunes
10
Google Play
11
YouTube
12
Netflix
13
Amazon Prime Instant Video
14
Blinkbox
15
Other streaming website (please specify)
16
None
17
ASK IF USE NETFLIX AT Q10
QNET. When you subscribed to Netflix did you use it to replace an existing service (e.g. Amazon
Prime/ Lovefilm, Sky Movies, iTunes, etc.), or have you cancelled another service since subscribing?
Yes – I subscribed to Netflix to replace an existing service
1
Yes – I have cancelled an existing service since subscribing to Netflix
2
Not applicable – I didn’t make the decision to subscribe
3
ASK IF USE AMAZON PRIME AT Q10
QAMA. When you subscribed to Amazon Prime Instant Video did you use it to replace an existing
service (e.g. Netflix, Sky Movies, iTunes, etc.), or have you cancelled another service since
subscribing?
Yes – I subscribed to Amazon Prime to replace an existing service
1
Yes – I have cancelled an existing service since subscribing to Amazon Prime
2
Not applicable – I didn’t make the decision to subscribe
3
ASK IF USE BLINKBOX AT Q10
QBLI. When you subscribed to Blinkbox did you use it to replace an existing service (e.g. Netflix,
Amazon Prime, Sky Movies, iTunes, etc.), or have you cancelled another service since subscribing?
Yes – I subscribed to Blinkbox to replace an existing service
1
Yes – I have cancelled an existing service since subscribing to Blinkbox
2
Not applicable – I didn’t make the decision to subscribe
3
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ASK ALL
Q11. Which of the following devices do you (a) own, and which do you (b) use to watch TV and / or
related content nowadays?
d. Use to watch TV
DEVICE
c. Own
and/or related
content
Desktop computer
1
1
Laptop computer
2
2
ENSURE A
Tablet computer (e.g. iPad, Kindle Fire)
3
3
MIX OF
Games console
4
4
DEVICES
Smartphone
5
5
OWNED &
Smart TV (which can be directly connected to
6
6
USED
the internet without any other device, also
known as Connected TV or IPTV)
TV set (i.e. not a Smart TV)

7

7

Q12. Have you switched TV platform provider in the last 3 years? By ‘platform provider’ we mean
free-to-air TV services like Freeview & Freesat, and pay TV services like Sky, Virgin Media, BT TV, and
TalkTalk?
Yes
No
Don’t know

1
2
3

REFER TO QUOTAS

Q13. And which TV platform provider did you switch from and which did you switch to?
Switched FROM

Switched TO

Q14. And are you currently considering switching TV platform provider in the near future? By
‘platform provider’ we mean free-to-air TV services like Freeview & Freesat, and pay TV services like
Sky, Virgin Media, BT TV, and TalkTalk?
Yes
No
Don’t know

1
2
3

REFER TO QUOTAS

Q15. Which TV platform provider are you considering switching from and which are you considering
switching to?
Considering switching FROM
Considering switching TO

DEMOGRAPHICS
Q16. GENDER
Male
Female

1
2

REFER TO QUOTAS
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Q17. AGE
Write exact age and code below to ensure quotas met.
16 – 17
18 – 20
21 – 24
25 – 29
30 – 34
35 – 54
55+

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Q18. LIFESTAGE
Which of the following best describes your current life stage?
I live with my parent(s) / guardian(s)
I live in a shared house with friends or flatmates
I live alone and don’t have any children
I live with my spouse/partner and we don’t have any children
I am a parent and live with my child/ren aged between 2 and 10
years old
I am a parent and live with my child/ren aged 11 and over
I am a parent and have children aged between 2 – 10 AND 11 - 15
I live with my spouse/partner and our child(ren) has/have left
home
I live alone and my child(ren) has/have left home
LOCATION CATEGORY
Q19. Where do you currently live?
PROBE TO IDENTIFY URBAN, SUBURBAN, RURAL
URBAN
SUBURBAN
RURAL

REFER TO QUOTAS

1
2
3
4
5

REFER TO QUOTAS

6
7
8
9

1
2
3

REFER TO QUOTAS

OCCUPATION
Q20. What is the occupation of the main income earner in your household? That is, the person with
the largest income, whether from employment, benefits, investments or any other source.
RECORD VERBATIM RESPONSE(S)
If required PROBE for: Position/rank/grade; industry/type of company;
qualifications/degree/apprenticeship; number of staff responsible for, etc.
A
1
B
2
REFER TO QUOTAS
C1
3
C2
4
D
5
E
6
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ETHNICITY
Q21. How would you describe yourself?
Aim to be inclusive of minority ethnic groups, reflecting the make-up of each location.
WHITE
British
1
Irish
Other white background
MIXED
White and Black Caribbean
2
White and Black African
White and Asian
Any other mixed background
AIM FOR REFLECTIVE
ASIAN
SPREAD FOR EACH
Indian
FIELDWORK LOCATION
Pakistani
3
Bangladeshi
Any other Asian background
BLACK OR BLACK BRITISH
Caribbean
4
African
Any other black background
CHINESE OR OTHER ASIAN
Chinese
5
Any other background
6
AV CONSENT
Q22. Part of the research may involve you answering a few short questions on camera and having
contextual photographs taking of you using your audio-visual equipment. This content will only be
viewed and shown internally by our client and will not be used beyond here (e.g. clips will not end
up on the internet or on TV). With this in mind, are you willing to participate in the research?
YES
NO

1
2

CONTINUE
THANK & CLOSE
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Appendix F: Self-completion questionnaire 1

Questionnaire A
Please write your name here:

1. Are you:
Please place a tick in one of the boxes below.

☐

Male

☐

Female

2. Which age bracket do you fall into?

☐
☐

16-17
25-34

☐
☐

18-20
35-54

☐
☐

21-24
55+

3. How many TV sets do you have in your home? This can include both standard TVs and Smart TVs.
Please write your answer on the line below.
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4. Which of the following TV platform providers do you currently have at home on any TV set?

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Any Freeview (through a set-top box or built into a TV set)
Any Freesat (Satellite TV without a monthly subscription)
Any Sky (Satellite TV for a monthly subscription)
Any Virgin Media (Cable TV)
Any BT TV
Any TalkTalk or other digital TV via broadband
Any EE TV
Other (please specify………………………………………………………………..)
Don’t know

5. Which of the following devices do you (a) own, and which do you (b) use to watch TV
programmes or films nowadays?
a. Own

b. Use to watch TV
programmes or films

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Smart TV
(which can be directly connected to the internet
without any other device, also known as
Connected TV or IPTV)

☐

☐

TV set (i.e. not a Smart TV)

☐

☐

Desktop computer
Laptop computer
Tablet computer (e.g. iPad, Kindle Fire)
Games console
Smartphone
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6. How often do you use each of the following services to stream/download TV programmes or
films? Please select one answer per row.
At least
once a
day

BBC iPlayer
ITV Player
All 4 / 4oD
Demand 5
Sky on Demand
or Sky Go
Virgin TV On
Demand /
Virgin TV
Anywhere
TalkTalk TV On
Demand
BT TV On
Demand
Now TV
iTunes
Google Play
YouTube
Netflix
Amazon Prime
Instant Video
Blinkbox
Other
streaming
website (please
specify…………..)

A few times
a week

Once a week

At least once
a month

Less than
once a
month

Never

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐
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7. Do you use TV recorders/DVRs to watch TV content?
Please select all that apply

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Sky +
V+ / Virgin TiVo
BT Vision + / YouView + from BT
TalkTalk + / YouView + from TalkTalk
Freeview +
Freesat +
YouView + box bought from a retailer (without a BT or TalkTalk
subscription)
Other (please specify………………………………………………………………..)
None of these

8. Which one of the following best describes your attitude to technology?
Please select one answer only.

☐
☐
☐

I love technology and like to have all the latest gadgets. People tend to
ask my advice on what to get.
I like new technology, but tend to wait until it’s been tested by others
or recommended before getting it myself
New technology doesn’t really interest me

Thank you – please return your completed questionnaire to the group
moderator
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Appendix G: Self-completion questionnaire 2
Please write your name here:
1. Which device do you associate most with each of the following services?
Please select one answer per row.
Device I ASSOCIATE MOST with each service

BBC iPlayer
ITV Player
All 4 / 4oD
Demand 5
Sky on Demand
or Sky Go
Virgin TV On
Demand /
Virgin TV
Anywhere
TalkTalk TV On
Demand
BT TV On
Demand
Now TV
iTunes
Google Play
YouTube
Netflix
Amazon Prime
Instant Video
Blinkbox

Tablet

Smart
phone

TV/
Smart TV

Laptop
computer

Desktop
computer

Don’t know

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
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2. And which device(s) do you ever use to access each of the following services?
Please select all that apply for each service.

Device(s) I EVER USE to access each service

BBC iPlayer
ITV Player
All 4 / 4oD
Demand 5
Sky on Demand
or Sky Go
Virgin TV On
Demand /
Virgin TV
Anywhere
TalkTalk TV On
Demand
BT TV On
Demand
Now TV
iTunes
Google Play
YouTube
Netflix
Amazon Prime
Instant Video
Blinkbox

Tablet

Smart
phone

TV/
Smart TV

Laptop
computer

Desktop
computer

Not
applicable –
don’t use
service

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
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3. And which device do you use most often to access each of the following services?
Please select one answer for each service.

Device I USE MOST OFTEN to access each service

BBC iPlayer
ITV Player
All 4 / 4oD
Demand 5
Sky on Demand
or Sky Go
Virgin TV On
Demand /
Virgin TV
Anywhere
TalkTalk TV On
Demand
BT TV On
Demand
Now TV
iTunes
Google Play
YouTube
Netflix
Amazon Prime
Instant Video
Blinkbox

Tablet

Smart
phone

TV/
Smart TV

Laptop
computer

Desktop
computer

Not
applicable –
don’t use
service

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
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4. And finally, which device would you ideally choose to use to access each of the following
services if available technology was no barrier? Please select the device that you would ideally
choose to use; even if that’s not the device you currently use most often to view the service.
Please select one answer per row.

Device I would IDEALLY CHOOSE TO USE to access each service

BBC iPlayer
ITV Player
All 4 / 4oD
Demand 5
Sky on Demand
or Sky Go
Virgin TV On
Demand /
Virgin TV
Anywhere
TalkTalk TV On
Demand
BT TV On
Demand
Now TV
iTunes
Google Play
YouTube
Netflix
Amazon Prime
Instant Video

Tablet

Smart
phone

TV/
Smart TV

Laptop
computer

Desktop
computer

Not
applicable –
don’t use
service

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
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Appendix H: Participant factsheet – Today’s viewing landscape in summary
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